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Abstract
I conduct an artefactual experiment in which married individuals make several sets of
dichotomous choices between payments given to their spouses and payments given to themselves. Some individuals are revealed to value their spouses’ earnings and own earnings
equivalently, some prefer their own earnings, while others prefer their spouses’ earnings.
The different household types revealed experimentally explain part of the differences in
real-world household income, which mainly comes from household production in this context. Controlling for household productive asset levels and other covariates, households
where either spouse equivalently values the spouse’s earnings and her own earnings have
a significantly higher conditional income than the remaining households. Such a result
is consistent with predictions from a non-cooperative Cournot-Nash model of household
production, where individuals’ marginal rates of substitution of their spouses’ production
profits for their own profits, if different from one, drive a wedge between their individual
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utility-maximizing allocation decisions and the Pareto efficient production factor allocation
within the household. The estimates imply that about 8.2 percent of total household income
loss is associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency.

A united family prospers.
-A Chinese Proverb
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Introduction

Family is a basic social institution in every human society. Studying intrahousehold relationship
can help build our understanding towards more complicated human interactions. Many economic
models assume or predict that intrahousehold allocation of resources is Pareto efficient, that is,
there is no way to increase household income and improve household members’ welfare, without
receiving resource, technology transfers or new economic opportunities from the outside. This
could be quite reasonable given that household members share so much common interests, are
often quite altruistic towards each other, and are involved in repeated games in such a long-term
relationship of marriage. However, there has been empirical evidence from both developing and
developed countries suggesting that Pareto efficiency is not always obtained. The most influential
strands of evidence comes from plot-level studies in Burkina Faso, led by Udry (1996)’s seminal
work demonstrating a land productivity gap between similar plots within the household controlled
by men and by women. The result implies that by reallocating some production inputs from the
man’s plot to the woman’s plots, the household can acquire a higher total income.
As household production constitutes the majority of agricultural production in the developing
world, such inefficiency loss can add up at the macro level. Since the production factor markets
are often missing or imperfect in development countries, cooperation and coordination among
members within the family become especially important. Facing limited resources, constant
shocks, and lacking opportunities, while experiencing pressing basic needs, poor households can
be vulnerable to income loss due to intrahousehold productive inefficiency. It remains an open
question how large such an income loss is, and whether it is large enough to deserve more
policy attention. A few studies including Udry (1996) have tried to quantify the magnitude
of the inefficiency loss, but the counter-factual household income under Pareto efficient factor
allocation is difficult to identify empirically.
The underlying intrahousehold bargaining that gives rise to intrahousehold productive inefficiency is also not understood well enough. Policy makers typically design development interventions based on the assumption that individuals act cooperatively and automatically obtain Pareto
efficiency in household production. Such a lack of understanding concerning the non-cooperative
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intrahousehold relationships and their impacts on households has limited the benefits new economic opportunities bring to the poor; it can even induce unintended adverse consequences.
For example, Dey (1981) and Von Braun and Webb (1989) report that rice production levels
of farmer households in three irrigated rice projects in Gambia are unsatisfactorily low, as the
projects target male farmers ignoring the fact that women are traditionally rice growers in this
area, and assuming that women would automatically take part in their husbands’ rice cultivation
and contribute their experience and expertise. In a different setting, McPeak and Doss (2006)
find that the benefit of increased milk market access for the nomadic pastoralist households in
northern Kenya is limited, because men, who make migration decisions, choose the location of
the household too far away from the market place, in order to confine the cash controlled by
women, who traditionally manage the use of produced milk, including selling.
This paper empirically detects, quantifies, and lends force to a theoretical explanation of,
intrahousehold productive inefficiency among a sample of producer-consumer households from
rural Burkina Faso, by uniquely combining the experimental and econometric approaches. I
conduct an artefactual experiment eliciting individuals’ valuation of payments given to the spouse
relative to those given to self. Then I construct a basic asset-income empirical mapping model,
regressing household income on productive assets and other covariates. Finally, by including the
experimentally elicited measure as additional regressors to the basic regression, I examine how
much difference in household income, if any, it can explain.
To illustrate the relevance these empirical conducts, I formally develop a non-cooperative
household production model following those in Carter and Katz (1997) and Fafchamps (2001)
to explain how intrahousehold productive inefficiency emerges. Consider family farms where
men and women separately control production inputs and generate individual profits. Such a
production structure induces trade-offs between total household profit and spouses’ individual
controls. However, if Pareto efficient consumption bonds the spouses’ interests perfectly together,
individuals’ marginal rates of substitution (MRS’s) of their spouses’ earnings for their own earnings would equal to one; individual utility-maximization and household income-maximization
objectives align; as a result, household income would be maximized as production factors would
be allocated across men and women’s profit-generating activities efficiently. In contrast, noncooperative consumption decision-making can lead to MRS’s smaller than one. These individuals
are willing to bear a reduction in total household income in trade for more individual income
under own control. Alternatively, non-standard preferences can possibly result in MRS’s greater
than one. In this case, individuals would sacrifice some total household income for more individual earnings of their spouses, because they get satisfaction either from the fact that their spouses
are directly earnings more individual profits, or from the action itself that they are sacrificing for
their spouses. Therefore, the model predicts that households where spouses have MRS’s equal
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to one should have a total household income larger than those households where spouses have
MRS’s different from one, holding household asset endowments and circumstances constant.
To enable an empirical test of the model prediction, I specifically design an artefitial experiment to elicit indivdiduals’ MRS’s of their spouses’ earnings for own earnings, which is otherwise
unobservable to the researchers. I ask participants two rounds of dichotomous choices between
payments given to their spouses and payments given to themselves, where payments given to
themselves are known by their spouses in the public earnings round, and are unknown to the
spouses in the private earnings round. Participants’ switch points reveal their MRS’s concerning
public earnings or private earnings depending on the round. I find that in the public earnings
round, 46 percent individuals are revealed to prefer own earnings (MRS<1), 22 percent equivalently value own and spouses’ earnings (MRS=1), and as many as 32 percent prefer their spouses’
earnings (MRS>1). These shares become 53 percent, 16 percent and 31 percent in the private
earnings round.
Next, I put the theoretical prediction to empirical test, by examining whether the experimentally efficient households (where either spouse’s MRS equals to one) do have a higher level
of total household income compared to the experimentally inefficient households (where both
spouses’ MRS’s smaller than one), controlling for covariates. I include the experimental types as
additional regressors in a basic regression, where household income (proxied by household total
expenditure) is regressed by various types of household productive assets, wealth indices, socialeconomic characteristics, and village fixed effects. I find that the experimental measure from
the public earnings round exhibits significant explanatory power in the regression, while that
from the private earnings round does not show explanatory power at all. The conditional household income in experimentally efficient households 25.5 percent higher than the experimentally
inefficient households. Similar results hold if I distinguish between self-interested inefficient
households (where both spouses’ MRS’s smaller than one), hyper-altruistic inefficient households (where both spouses’ MRS’s greater than one) and mixed inefficient households (where
one spouse’s MRS smaller than one and the other bigger than one).
Such results verify the theoretical prediction, supporting the existence of intrahousehold productive inefficiency. It also suggests two different causes of intrahousehold productive inefficiency:
the first is the self-interested noncooperation that has been long depicted in standard theoretical
models like those in Carter and Katz (1997) and Fafchamps (2001); the second is spouses’ hyperaltruism towards each other, which seems to reflect influences of social norms or self identity
such as “what I should choose if I am a loving spouse”. Meanwhile, the relative performance
of the experimental measure from the public earnings round versus that from the private earnings round, also suggests that private information of individual earnings is not a major cause of
intrahousehold productive inefficiency in this context.
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Based on the results, I estimate the magnitude of income reduction associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency to be about 8.2 percent of total household income for the
whole sample, by comparing the realized household income to the counter-factual Pareto efficient household income assuming all spouses’ MRS’s equal to one. I also find great heterogeneity
even among the experimentally inefficient households: the estimated inefficiency difference is
significantly larger (percentage-wise) among non-farmer and relatively richer households.
Yet I can not make a causal statement that the estimate is the income loss due to inefficiency. The correlation can be due to inverse causality, that is, household income level can
influence spouses’ tendency to cooperate. Poverty can exacerbate spousal relationship because
of psychological stress. The effect can also be of an opposite sign. For example, in the same setting of rural Burkina Faso, Akresh (2008) finds that households experiencing exogenous negative
rainfall shocks are less likely in that year to exhibit Pareto inefficiency in their intrahousehold
consumption, suggesting that poorer households might cooperate more since they can not afford
the inefficiency losses. Nevertheless, Akresh’s story would bring a down-ward bias to the estimation here in this paper. However, endoegeneity can also arise due to correlated unobservables.
Without a proper instrument variable (IV) in the context, I provide some suggestive evidence of
causality by checking for cues of inverse causality, examining the sign of omitted variable bias
based on available variables, and conducting IV analysis using Lewbel’s method that makes use
of heteroskedasticity in the data. All these additional analyses are able to lend me some level of
confidence in the intended causality.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the existing literature and the current
paper’s contribution, as well as some background of the study site. Section 3 develops the
theoretical model, and presents testable predictions. Section 4 introduces the experimental design
to elicit the MRS’s. Section 5 introduces the data collection process, and describes household
survey data as well as the experimental outcomes. Section 6 presents empirical analysis and
results. Section 7 concludes.

2
2.1
2.1.1

Literature and Background
Existing literature and contributions of the current paper
Intrahousehold allocative inefficiency

Before the current paper that combines the experimental approach and econometric approach to
tackle the specific research question, previous empirical evidence comes separately from studies
using one of the two approaches alone. A gender gap in agricultural productivity in Africa
and other regions has been long documented (). The most rigorous econometric evidence is
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plot-level studies from Western Africa and some other regions.Udry et al. (1995) and Udry
(1996) use plot-level data from Burkina Faso and find that among plots planted with the same
crop within the same year and the same household, plots controlled by women produce lower
yields than the that controlled by men, even after controlling for plot characteristics. Akresh
(2008) replicates Udry (1996)’s results with a different Burkina data set without data on plot
characteristics. He finds a significant gender gap in plot yields when he include only provinces
located geographically close to the three provinces covered by Udry’s data. However, he does
not find significant difference in the remaining provinces. Goldstein and Udry (2008) find similar
results between the man and woman’s plots using Ghana data; and find the difference can be
completely explained by the duration of fallow period.
However, these evidence from the production side is inconsistent with studies using the consumption data from the same areas, most of which fail to reject Pareto efficiency in intrahousehold
consumption allocation Bobonis (2009);Browning and Chiappori (1998); Chiappori and Mazzocco
(2014). The deeper reason behind the documented intrahousehold productive inefficiency is still
unclear. So is its relationship with consumption (in)efficiency. Besides adding to the mixed
empirical evidence, this paper is also able to use its empirically supported theoretical analysis
to verify the interlink between household consumption and production (in)efficiency when factor markets are missing or imperfect (citation on the general interlink; cite the two theoretical
papers). In principle, intrahousehold productive inefficiency stems from intrahousehold consumption inefficiency. This means the tendency to separately discuss the empirical evidence on
intrahousehold allocative inefficiency in the domains of household production and consumption,
can be misleading(Rangel and Thomas, 2012). It also suggests the contradiction of the findings from the two strands of research is indeed an empirical puzzle and deserves more research
attention and efforts.
Meanwhile, when it comes to quantifying the inefficiency loss in household income (profit),
as Udry puts it, “the estimation of the production function was potentially endogenous, hence
the Pareto efficient behaviors were not well identified.” 1 This paper, however, is able to rely on
the explicitly defined Pareto efficient behavior in the field experiment to serve as the benchmark,
to define the experimentally efficient and experimentally inefficient households. Additionally,
the crop fixed-effect included in the plot-level studies confines the investigation of the intrahousehold productive inefficiency to the production of the crops that both the husband and the
wife cultivate. Hence the estimated income loss will by definition be an underestimate. This
paper examines the household overall income instead. In principle, it should capture income
loss associated with various types of intrahousehold productive inefficiency: between plots of
man and woman with either same or different crops, between cultivation and livestock raising or
1

See page 1038 in Udry (1996).
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other agricultural activities, and between on-farm activities and off-farm activities such as petty
trade. In fact, this paper does find a much larger magnitude of inefficiency income loss (25.5%)
compared to 8% and 6% in Udry et al. (1995) and Udry (1996).
On the other hand, recent experimental studies have conducted an almost exhaustive list
of existing social preference experiments with established couples, creating artefactual earning
opportunities that involve trade-offs between household overall income maximization and the
individual control. All of these monetary-incentivized, one-shot experiments reject Pareto efficiency at the household level. For example, Hoel (2014) played an adjusted Dictator Game
(where tokens passed to the spouse worth 1.5 times tokens kept for self) with Kenyan farmer
couples, and found that subjects on average only pass about half of the tokens , leaving an average of 17 percent of potential earnings unclaimed.2 Iversen et al. (2011) played several variants
of public good game (where spouses’ contributions into the common pool are multiplied by 1.5)
with couples in rural Uganda, and found that no matter what the initial endowment allocation
is like, or who controls the allocation of the final common pool, the mean contribution rates are
always significantly smaller than one with an average of 78.8% and 79% for the women and men
respectively.3 Castilla (2015) conducted a trust game between spouses in India, finding that only
3% senders maximize their household earnings by sending their entire endowment. On average,
senders transfer 57% of their endowment, while receivers return 53.7% of the amount they receive, which is three times the senders’ transfers in the first place. Similar rejection of Pareto
efficiency is also confirmed in Prisoners’ Dilemma experiments conducted in France by Cochard
et al. (2009). Results from these studies are direct and explicit, as Pareto efficient behavior is
well defined in the experiments.
Some of these studies above link the experimental measures to survey data, in order to
identify determinants of the variations in the experimental behaviors. For example, Iversen
et al. (2011) found that contributions to the common pool tend to be higher when spouses have
similar occupations and education levels. Castilla (2015) found that those individuals with higher
intrahousehold bargaining power tend to pass more to the spouse as a sender. However, no study
has utilized the experimental measure as an explanatory variable and test the power it adds to
the understanding of real household outcomes.
In general, the numbers above indicating the extent of intrahousehold allocative inefficiency
are difficult to interpret beyond the specific experimental design, and are sensitive to changes in
certain design features. In the current paper, the (in)efficient behaviors elicited in the experiment
is furthermore econometrically projected to the real outcome of household income. Therefore
Mani (2011) also adjusted Dictator Game (where the investment return ratio is 1 13 times instead) in India
and get the same qualitative conclusions. So is Beblo et al. (2013)’s mini adjusted Dictator Game conducted in
France and Germany.
3
Similar results are also found by Kebede et al. (2013) in Ethiopia using variants of public good game.
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the estimations in this paper have greater real-world relevance, and they are also more robust as
they are not stylized results due to a specific experimental design.
Also, the experiment used in this paper provides an elicitation that has richer meaning than
previous experiments. In the current experiment, I design lists of incentive-compatible dichotomous choice questions, and use the participants’ switch points to deduce their relative valuation
of different types of payments. Therefore, besides testing whether the participant behaves Pareto
efficiently, and measuring how much he deviates from Pareto efficient behavior if he deviates, the
experimental elicitation can additionally be interpreted as an economic concept, the marginal
rate of substitution (MRS) of spouse’s earnings over one’s own earnings. This then allows me to
incorporate such a concept in the theoretical model, generate more detailed testable predictions,
and guide the empirical analysis.
2.1.2

Information asymmetry within household

This paper also contributes to the literature on a related research question of whether information asymmetry plays an important role in intrahousehold resource allocation. Ashraf (2009)
asks individuals from established marriages to allocate a fixed endowment among personal accounts, the spouse’s accounts and committed consumptions in rural Philippines. She finds that
individuals whose spouses control household savings, respond to the information and communication treatments: When choices are private, they put money into their personal accounts; When
choices are observable, they commit money to consumption for their own benefit; When required
to communicate, they put money into their spouses’ account. Many other experimental studies
that I summarized earlier also suggest that information asymmetry exacerbates intrahousehold
Pareto inefficiency, by introducing information treatments between or within subjects (Mani,
2011; Iversen et al., 2011; Hoel, 2014). While all these experimental studies introduces information asymmetry on individuals earnings as well as on their choices, Castilla and Walker (2013)
focuses on the effect of public versus private windfalls on household expenditures using a lottery
assignment study in Ghana. They find that compared to public windfalls, private windfalls are
more likely to be committed to cash or in-kind gifts which are either difficult to monitor or to
reverse if discovered by the other spouse.
In the experiment reported in this current paper, I also focus on examining the role of information asymmetry on the earnings, because the two experimental rounds differ in whether
the payments are given to individuals with or without the presence of the spouse, while in both
rounds the choices are privately made and kept as private information from the spouse. Consistent to previous studies, I see a difference between the two rounds that on average, individuals
on average realize 6% more household income in the public round compared to the private round.
Moreover, this paper goes beyond the experimental setting and provides the first empirical
8

evidence that information asymmetry on the earning outcomes does not play a major role in
real-world household production, in contrast to the existing findings on its role in household
consumption. The theoretical interpretation of the experimental measures as MRS’s allows an
inferential test by comparing the performances of the experimental measures from the public
round with that from the private round in explaining difference in real household income. This
suggests that either the individuals have complete information on each other’s profits in household
production due to the features of the production organization, or that they do have incomplete
information on each other’s profits, but this does not exacerbate cooperations within the family,
as there already exists a great extent of intrahousehold productive inefficiency due to separate
spheres and commitment failures.
2.1.3

Using experimental measures to explain real-life outcomes

This paper also broadly relates to another line of literature combining experimental measures
to real-world behaviors or outcomes. Most existing studies use experiments to elicit individual
characteristics and link it to individual behaviors or outcomes: For example, Tanaka et al.
(2010) measured Vietnamese villagers’ time and risk preferences and found them correlated with
village average income and household income.4 Several studies on the effect of social capital, use
aggregated experimental measures at the community level, and establish their correlation as a
community characteristic with living standard Carter and Castillo (2002) or investment on soil
and water conservation Bouma et al. (2008) at the individual level. The current paper contributes
to the exploration into the external validity of the experimental approach uniquely applying it to
directly eliciting features of established long-term relationships, in combination with behaviors or
outcomes at the collective (household in this case) level.5 We find that our experimental measures
overall are highly correlated with household income, adding extra explanatory power to the
econometric regression which already includes an almost exhaustive list of covariates. Tentative
evidence also shows that hypothetical questions in the practice rounds probably perform not
that much worse than the incentivized questions in the real rounds, suggesting cost-effectiveness
of including these questions in regular household surveys, to help target poor households when
using statistical approaches like proxy mean test.
4

see footnote 2 in Karlan (2005), and Section 2 in Bouma et al. (2008) for reviews.
Iversen et al. (2011) regressed their experimental measure of intrahousehold allocative inefficiency on household socioeconomic attributes, and found reasonable determinants of the inefficiency level, like divergences in
spouses’ occupation and education level.Beblo et al. (2013); Cochard et al. (2009); Kebede et al. (2013) also
conducted similar regressions as in Iversen et al. (2011), but they all regress at the individual level instead of
the household level. What we do in this paper is different from these existing studies. The availability of rich
data for our sample on household expenditures, income, assets etc., allows us to uniquely investigates how much
explanatory power can our experimental measure add to the understanding of inter-household income differences.
5
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2.2

Background of the study site

The study site locates in west Burkina Faso, a rain-fed rice cultivating area between the city
of Bobo-Dioullaso and the Burkina-Mali border to the north. The local society remains quite
patriarchal. Men are household heads for most families. They control the “communal” plots of the
household, and provide for the family’s basic needs. Household members, including the household
head, also have individual plots, which they have substantive control over the cultivation decisions
Saito et al. (1994). Women often have some individual plots, mostly acquired from the household
head when marrying into the family, or occasionally inherited from her original family. She claims
some degree of control over output from her individual plots, and has some autonomy to decide
how to use it Jones (1983); Saito et al. (1994) She often brings extra nutritional and flavory
food like vegetable and spices to the family table from her own account. There are some gender
division among the crops. Men mainly cultivate staples, while women grow fruits and vegetables,
and often sell them in the local markets. Neither divorce nor domestic violence is considered
as common according to local men and women in the focus groups. Polygamy is still widely
practiced.

3

The Model and Testable Predictions

Consider a man and a woman in a consumer-producer farmer household. To keep the analysis simple and explicit, I focus on the production decisions in this model, while incorporating
intrahousehold consumption allocation implicitly and discuss it descriptively. In a sense, I see
household consumption and production as two consecutive stages , and I define the intrahousehold allocative efficiency in these two stages separately as follows:
Intrahousehold consumption Pareto efficiency: Given the household overall income, the intrahousehold consumption allocations are made so that none of the members can benefit more
from the household consumption without making another member worse off.
Intrahousehold productive Pareto efficiency: Given the household overall production input
endowment, these inputs are allocated so that the household overall profit (income) is maximized.
In the model, I aim to 1) scrutinize the inter-link between intrahousehold consumption efficiency and productive efficiency; 2) analyze key concept of marginal rate of substitution (MRS)
over earnings with different individual ownerships, which I intend to use the field experiment
to elicit, and its relationship with intrahousehold productive efficiency, generating empirically
testable predictions.
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3.1

Basic assumptions

I make assumptions about the market conditions, production technology and organization, and
individual’s utility functions as follows:
1. Market conditions: Labor market is missing.

6

2. Production factors and technology: Suppose there are two major production factors:
land (L) and labor (T ). The household cultivates on two plots which are under the individual
control of the man and the woman respectively: Lm + Lf = L. The man and the woman are
both able to work in the field: T m + T f = T . Denote the labor person i put on person j’s
plot as Tji , the overall labor put on the man’s plot as Tm , and that on the woman’s plot as Tf .
Assume the production function is the identical for the two plots: P (Lj , Tj ), j = f, m. The
overall product for the household is simply the summation of the products from each plots, i.e.,
Ph (Lm , Lf , Tm , Tf ) = P (Lm , Tm ) + P (Lf , Tf ). Suppose the same crop is produced on each plot
and the price of the crop is normalized to 1. The profit generated from each plot, πm and πf
respectively, simply equal the product Pm and Pf .
In Figure 1, I draw a production possibility frontier (PPF) in terms of πm and πf . If we assume
that the production function P (L, T ) is invertible, strictly increasing, second differentiable and
concave in T , then the PPF curve on the diagram is concave from the origin (See the proof in
the Appendix). Any point on the PPF curve indicates that both spouses exhaust their labor
endowment; points within the curve imply that at least one spouse wastes some labor endowment
and does not put it all into the production. As shown on the graph, the intercept of the PPF
on the y axis, point A, indicates the profit gained from the man’s plot if all household labor is
allocated on the man’s plot, and no labor works on the woman’s plot so that the plot profit is
zero; the intercept of the PPF and the x axis, point B, corresponds to the opposite case. Point H
is where the 45 degree line is tangential to the PPF, when the household production factors are
efficiency allocated across the two plots and the overall household income is maximized at Imax .
3. Individual autonomy of labor allocation: I assume individuals have full autonomy
on how to allocate one’s own labor across the two plots. Each individual can possibly works
on her or his own plot only, if she/he feels like. If this is the case, the production takes place
at point E on the PPF in Figure 1. I define this case as no intrahousehold cooperation. In
contrast, each partner can also exclusively work on the spouse’s plot. I define this opposite case
as “Gift-of-the-Magi cooperation”, as point E 0 on the PPF.7 These two points will be on the
opposite sides of point H.
4. Individual’s objective function: I assume an individual’s utility function has profits
6

In the Appendix, I relax the assumption and discuss the case of imperfect labor market.
In this Henry’s 1906 short story “The Gift of the Magi”, for a Christmas, the wife sold her hair to buy a watch
fob for the husband, while the husband sold his watch to buy a comb for the wife.
7
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Figure 1: The Production Possibility Frontier in Terms of πf and πm
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from both his own and the spouse’s plot as its arguments, i.e., ui (πi , π−i ). Intuitively, an individual can benefit from profits from both plots, though possibly to different degrees depending
on the sharing rules and the consumption process: Spouses could have been pooling the profits
from both plots, and make collective decisions under the single household budget constraint as
in the collective model ; if so, the benefit the spouse’s income brings to an individual would be
as large as that brought by his own income. It could also be that spouses always transfer part
of the profits to each others. Alternatively, even if they each have full control over own profit
without direct transfer, and make separate consumption decisions, they can also benefit from
each other’s profit because of the spendings on the household public goods and/or the altruistic
utility one derives from the spouse’s private consumption.

3.2

The intrahousehold consumption bargaining and MRS’s

Suppose the profits are the only sources of income for the household. The individual utility
function ui (πi , π−i ) can be interpreted as the indirect utility function derived from a certain
household consumption model. From the utility function, we can draw the indifference curves
(IC’s) for each spouse in terms of πm and πf . The slope (or the inverse of the slope) of the IC
at a certain point equals the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of the spouse’s profit over own
profit with the values of πm and πf at that point. In the linear case as drawn on the figures, the
MRS’s remain constant along the IC. The mathematical definition of such MRS’s are as follows:
M RSm =

M RSf =

∂um
∂πf
∂um
∂πm
∂uf
∂πm
∂uf
∂πf

.

While leaving the formal development of several alternative household consumption models in
a separate paper, here I intuitively discuss them and their implications for the values of MRS’s. If
the intrahousehold consumption efficiency is achieved, as a collective model or a unitary model of
household consumption would predict, then both M RSf and M RSm will equal to one no matter
what values πm and πf are, -the IC’s are both 45 degree lines. Intuitively, a small increase,
either in the man’s profit or in the woman’s profit, will identically benefit an individual member,
because they enter the household income budget in the same manner. Meanwhile, because the
change is small, it should not change each spouse’s bargaining power in the collective model, -the
weight given to one’s individual utility in the household utility function. Alternatively, even if the
intrahousehold consumption allocation is inefficient as a non-cooperative model would predict,
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but the individual property rights are not enforced within the family, -the two spouses distribute
the overall household income in a way irrelevant at all to who (which plot) earns how much, then
both MRS’s will also equal to one.
Observing a person’s MRS smaller than one, i.e., that she prefers own profit over the spouse’s
profit, is only possible if the household consumption process involves non-cooperative bargaining,
while individual property rights are, at least partially, enforced within the family. Intuitively, if a
dollar increase in the woman’s profit compared to that in the man’s profit, means a larger income
budget under the woman’s direct control, she will prefer the former to the latter. Assuming there
are differences in their preferences concerning consumption goods, she can use the increased own
profit to better benefit herself compared to how the man would use it. In this case, the IC’s of
the man always have slopes smaller than 45 degrees while the IC’s of the woman always have
slopes larger than 45 degrees. For simplicity, I will discuss the case of linear IC’s in the main
analysis as in Figure 1. The case of convex IC’s will be discussed in the Appendix.
In standard consumption models, we would never expect MRS’s strictly bigger than 1. Altruism alone will not make a person prefer the spouse’s profit over own profit: Out of altruism,
one can either spend her own profit on public goods or the spouse’s private goods, or make
direct transfers to the spouse, so that one’s own profit should be at least equivalently beneficial
to him than the spouse’s profit, if not more desirable. Therefore I call the case of MRS bigger
than 1 as hyper-altruism. Such hyper-altruism can arise if we add non-standard factors into the
classic models, either the collective model or the non-cooperative model. For example, suppose
man gets utility out of earning income for simply earning’s sake, besides the material utility he
gets from consumptions spending the earnings, as the social norm says that man provides for
the family thus earning income matters for the identity of the man. Then an altruistic wife can
marginally value her husband’s earnings more than her own as she cares about the man’s utility
from maintaining his identity. Alternatively, an individual can have a meta-preference that he
gets utility from knowing (observing) that he himself prefer his spouse’s earnings to his own
earnings. Such a meta-perference can stem from love or need for identity, and together with a
self-imposed norm or a social norm saying that a loving/good person (or specifically woman)
prioritizes the spouse’s earnings before his own; or it can stem from again, need for identity and
together with a social norm saying that the household head (with authority) is generous when it
comes to own earnings or spouse’s earnings. It is also possible that such hyper-altruism is not a
true preference, but reflects that the individual is currently in the process of trying to build up
a more cooperative relationship with the spouse. Even if the spouse wouldn’t be able to observe
his revealed preference, he could reveal such a fake preference to himself, fool his present-biased
self into becoming more cooperative, which involves long-run benefits but short-run costs.
Taken together, there is a relationship between intrahousehold consumption (in)efficiency and
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values of MRS’s.
Claim 1: If intrahousehold consumption is Pareto efficient, then M RSf ≥ 1, and
M RSm ≥ 1. If M RSf < 1 or M RSm < 1, then intrahousehold consumption is Pareto
inefficient.

3.3

Household production with complete information

Now, taken the type of intrahousehold consumption bargaining, i.e., the utility function ui (πi , π−i )
and therefore the MRS functions as given, I discuss what the different cases of MRS’s values mean
for household production and its (in)efficiency. In the household production process, spouse i
maximizes her utility function by deciding how to allocate her labor across the two plots, while
the land endowments remain exogenous. For i = f, m:
max ui (πi , πj )

Tii , Tji

s.t.
πi = P (Li , Tii + Tij )
πj = P (Lj , Tji + Tji )
Tji + Tii ≤ T i
Tjj + Tij ≤ T j
There are also the usual non-negativity constraints:Tji ≥ 0, Tii ≥ 0. This is a Cournot-Nash
bargaining model. Each person allocates his/her labor endowment across the two plots, regarding
the spouse’s allocation decisions as given. For each possible labor allocation of the spouse,
the individual always has a best-response maximizing his/her individual utility. Equilibrium
is found by the simultaneous solution of each player’s best-response functions. In most cases,
non-cooperative models result in inefficiency. However, I will show momentarily in this case
allocative inefficiency does not necessarily arise because that each spouse is not maximizing the
profit from his plot, but his utility that depends on his own profit as well as his spouse’s profit.
Note that I am implicitly assuming complete information on each spouse’s earnings. As πj enters
spouse i’s utility function as a non-stochastic variable at its true value, I am assuming that i
correctly knows j’s profit.
While presenting the analytical analysis in the Appendix, here I adopt a graphic approach to
solve the optimization problem that takes three steps: First, I discuss an individual’s autonomous
personal PPF as all the possible (πf , πm ) pairs one can reach by reallocating one’s own labor,
regardless of what the other spouse’s given labor allocation is like. Then, an individual maximizes
his/her utility, pushing his/her IC outward as much as possible, subject to his/her autonomous
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personal PPF. Last, the final solution of each individual’s labor allocation will be decided by the
interplay of the two spouses’ alternative moves until stable equilibrium is reached.
Before embarking on the formal steps, I discuss the a special case without the concept of
autonomous personal PPF, to show the intuition behind such a concept. First of all, I distinguish
the roles of individuals in the household depending on his/her endowment in labor relative to land,
which can be revealed on the Figure 1 by the location of point E relative to the household income
maximizing point H. For example, if point E is to the right of point H as the graph illustrates,
then the woman is labor-unconstrained (relative to the man), while the man is labor-constrained
(relative to the woman). Formally, denote the optimal intrahousehold labor allocation on the two
plots when household overall profit is maximized as Tm∗ and Tf∗ . Define the optimal labor-land
ratio for spouse i’s plot as τi∗ =
as τio =

Ti
Li

Ti∗
,
Li

and the labor-land ratio of spouses i’s initial endowment

. If τio > τi∗ , then spouse i is relatively labor unconstrained. If τio < τi∗ , then

spouse i is relatively labor constrained. As long as point E deviates from point H, it means
the existence of potential room for gains from trade (cooperation) within the family. If point E
coincides with point H, then it is the special case of no gains from trade.
Consider the case shown in Figure 1. The woman’s IC hits the PPF tangentially at point P,
so if it were all up to her, she would prefer the household production yielding profits as point
P suggests, so that her individual utility is maximized. Similarly, the man’s IC hits the PPF
tangentially at point Q, and that is his individual utility-maximization point. Now we consider
whether t points P and Q are stable equilibria respectively. If household production takes place
at point Q, we know that the woman is putting some of her labor on the man’s plot because
point Q is to the right of point E, where there is no intrahousehold cooperation. Then there’s
always an incentive for the woman to reallocate her labor away from the man’s plot to her own
plot, so that she can push her IC more outward until point P. Therefore we know point Q is not
a stable equilibrium. On the other hand, point P is stable, because the woman will be willing
as well as able to maintain it no matter whether the man offers to work on her plot or not. As
shown on the x-axis, point P results in a household total income I0 , which is inferior than the
maximum income Imax .
To generalize the analysis, I use the following formal steps:
Step 1: Decide each individual’s autonomous personal PPF.
Consider a first scenario when the person is allocating all his labor on his own plot. As an
individual can voluntarily reallocate her/his own labor in each case, but can not command the
spouse to work on her/his, the personal PPF expecting no voluntary labor assistance from the
spouse is a part of the PPF truncated at point E with no intrahousehold cooperation, that is
segment EB for the man and contour AE for the woman respectively in Figure 1. Then consider
the contrary scenario, where the person is allocating all his labor on the other spouse’s plot.
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Then the personal PPF expecting full assistance from the person is also a part of the PPF,
but this time truncated at point E 0 , that is contour AE 0 for the man and contour E 0 B for
the woman respectively. The overlapping personal PPF under the two extreme scenarios then
presents individual’s personal autonomous PPF. As shown on the graph, the labor unconstrained
spouse (the woman on the graph) has a personal autonomous PPF, the segment E 0 E, while the
labor constrained spouse’s (the man’s) personal autonomous PPF is an empty set as there is no
overlap.
Step 2: Maximize each individual’s utility subject to her personal autonomous PPF, to
decide the equilibrium profit outcomes.
Since only the labor unconstrained spouse’s personal autonomous PPF exists, while that
of the labor constrained spouse’s is an empty set, the equilibrium profit outcomes are entirely
decided by the labor unconstrained spouse. Consider three cases concerning different values of
M RSf :
Case One (See Figure 1): If M RSf = 1, i.e., the woman’s IC’s are 45-degree straight lines,
then the IC hits the woman’s personal autonomous PPF tangentially at point H. Then the intrahousehold productive allocation will be efficient and household overall profit will be maximized
at Imax .
Case Two (See Figure 2): if M RSf < 1 and M RSf is constant, i.e., the woman’s IC’s are
straight lines with slopes larger than 45 degrees, then the IC can be pushed outward from the
original point as much as possible subject to the woman’s personal autonomous PPF at some
point to the southeast of point H. If M RSf is moderately small, so that the IC is tangential to
the whole PPF at point C, which is within the woman’s personal autonomous PPF. Then the
equilibrium profit outcome will simply be at point C, while the household overall profit fails to be
maximized at I˜1 . Alternatively, if M RSf is so small that the IC is tangential to the whole PPF
at point C 0 , which is outside of the woman’s personal autonomous PPF, then the equilibrium
profit outcome will instead be at point E, and the household overall profit is I1 , which is inferior
to Imax . I call this case as self-interested inefficiency.
Case Three (See Figure 3): if M RSf > 1 and M RSf is constant, i.e., the woman’s IC’s are
straight lines smaller than 45 degrees, then there are also two possible types of equilibrium profit
outcomes depending on how large M RSf is, either point D with the overall household profit of
I˜2 if M RSf is not too large or point E 0 with overall household profit of I2 if M RSf is sufficiently
large. Nevertheless, I call this case hyper-altruistic inefficiency.
Step 3: Decide each spouse’s labor allocations for each profit outcomes.
Here I only consider different values of M RSf while restricting M RSm < 1. For the cases
where M RSm = 1 or M RSm > 1, please see the Appendix. Because M RSm < 1, so we know
that the man’s IC’s are straight lines with slopes smaller than 45 degrees.
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Figure 2: Case Two -When the labor unconstrained spouse’s MRS <1
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Figure 3: Case Three -When the labor unconstrained spouse’s MRS >1
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For Case One above, i.e., M RSf = 1, and the equilibrium profit outcome happens at point
H, suppose the labor constrained spouse (the man) is contributing part of his labor on the labor
unconstrained spouse’s (the woman’s) plot. This will not be a stable equilibrium as the man will
have an incentive to move his labor away from the spouse’s plot back to his own plot. Because
by doing so, the man will be able to push his indifference curve further away from the original
point, improving his individual utility. Eventually, a steady equilibrium solution emerges when
the man only works on his own plot, and the labor unconstrained spouse allocates her labor on
both plots so that the equilibrium profit happens at point H. Similar analysis also applies to
Case Two above.
For Case Three when M RSf > 1 and the equilibrium profit outcome happens at point, either
I2 or E 0 , suppose the man’s indifference curve is tangential to the PPF at point Q. If point Q
is to the left of the equilibrium point, either I2 or E 0 , then the same analysis for Case One and
Case Two applies here. The man will exclusively work on his own plot. However, if point Q is
to the right of the equilibrium point (and still to the left of point H since M RSm < 1, then he
will exclusively work on the woman’s plot, while the woman allocates her labor on both plots,
so that the equilibrium profits realize at the equilibrium point. This last situation seems to be a
bit counter-intuitive, but the logic is that the man, who is self-interested knows that the woman
is hyper-altruistic to the extent that she values his earnings even more than he values his own
earnings compared to hers. Thus he works on her plot trying to offset such a difference, but he
wasn’t really to change the equilibrium outcome even he exclusively work on her plot, as she has
more abundant labor at dispose.
Based on these analyses above, I summarize three claims concerning the relationship between
MRS’s and household productive (in)efficiency and therefore the household overall profit.
Claim 2: If MRS of the labor-unconstrained spouse equals 1, then intrahousehold
productive allocation will be efficient, and the household maximizes income. Otherwise, intrahousehold productive allocation will be inefficient, and the household
does not maximizes income.
Intuitively, the excessive labor resource and labor allocation autonomy enables the labor
unconstrained spouse to play an essential role in intrahousehold labor allocation process. If she
views a dollar earned from her spouse’s plot the same as a dollar from her own plot, then she
would allocate some of her labor towards her spouse’s plot, and act as if she aims to maximize
the household overall income. If she values her own profit more than the spouse’s profit, then
her own objective function of utility maximization is different from the objective function of
household overall income maximization. Therefore the household income will not be maximized
and there is inefficiency loss in terms of household income.
Claim 3: If the MRS of the labor-unconstrained spouse is smaller than one but
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greater than a certain threshold, a decrease in her/his MRS due to a tilt of her/his IC
will exacerbate the productive allocation inefficiency and result in a lower household
income; when her/his MRS is below the threshold, a further decrease in the MRS
due to IC tilting will have no further influence on household income.
Intuitively, when the labor-unconstrained spouse discounts her spouse’s profit compared to
her own, but not that much, she would allocate some of her labor on the spouse’s plot, though not
as much as the household income maximization objective requires. In this case, a MRS further
away from 1, will drive a larger wedge between the objective function of the unconstrained
spouse’s individual utility maximization and household overall income maximization. Then the
unconstrained spouse would reallocate some of her labor from the spouse’s plot to her own plot,
resulting in greater inefficiency loss in household income. Alternatively, if the unconstrained
spouse already discounts her spouse’s profit so much that she will not work on the spouse’s plot
at all, then further decrease of her MRS will not have influence on household income because
she will just remain not working on the spouse’s plot.
Claim 4: If the MRS of the labor-unconstrained spouse is strictly greater than
1 but smaller than a certain threshold, an increase in her/his MRS due to a tilt of
her/his IC will exacerbate the productive allocation inefficiency and result in a lower
household income; when her/his MRS is above the threshold, a further increase in
the MRS due to IC tilting will have no further influence on household income.
Intuitively, when the labor unconstrained spouse values her spouse’s profit more than her own
profit but not that much, she would majorly allocate her labor on the spouse’s plot more than the
household income maximization objective requires. Similar to Claim 2 above, a further increase
in the MRS will drives a larger wedge between the unconstrained spouse’s personal objective and
the household income maximization objective. Such enlarged wedge will translate into further
loss in household income if the increase in MRS is modest, and the unconstrained spouse still
has room to react before reaching the corner solution. If the increase is large enough, then the
unconstrained spouse would reach the corner solution of allocating all her labor to the spouse’s
plot, thus the household end up at point E 0 , where “Gift-of-the-Magi cooperation” happens.
8

8

Note that the “inefficiency” in the story of “The Gift of Magi” arises due to coordination failure (hair matches
with comb while watch matches with fob) and information asymmetry (the husband and wife are both trying
to surprise each other with a great Christmas gift), with both spouses get standard altruistic utility from each
other’s private consumption. However, in the case we discuss here, the inefficiency arises from the failure to
commit to a cooperative contract to realize gain from trade within the household, under complete information.
Also, the spouses are hyper-altruistic instead of simply altruistic, meaning that they are willing to sacrifice the
spouse’s material well-being in trade-off demonstrating his own altruistic preference.
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3.4

Extending the model: incomplete information

The model above assumes complete information between the spouses on each other’s earnings.
Alternatively, a person might not know (exactly) how much profit his spouse makes. The reason
could be that there are idiosyncratic disturbances in the production functions, fluctuations in
the product price and so forth. Now I assume that each person’s profit is private information to
herself, denoted as πiv , where v stands for private. Her spouse does not know the exact value of her
profit, but forms a subjective guess of her profit. π˜jv is a random variable representing individual
i’s guess about spouse j’s profit. Suppose the subjective guess is unbiased: E(π˜jv ) = πjv . I further
assume individuals are risk neutral for simplicity, therefore the expected utility simply equals
the utility of the expected value of the subjective guess of the spouse’s income.9 An individual’s
optimization problem can be rewritten by relabeling the parameters in the utility-maximization
problems in the last subsection:

max
ui (πiv , E(π˜jv ))
i
i

Ti , Tj

s.t.
πiv = P (Li , Tii + Tij )
E(πjv ) = P (Lj , Tji + Tji )
Tji + Tii ≤ T i
Tjj + Tij ≤ T j
There are also the usual non-negativity constraints:Tji ≥ 0, Tii ≥ 0. Note the essence of
the Counort bargaining model concerning production decisions does not really change compared
to the one in the previous subsection. The alteration here is merely conceptual. I define the
marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of the expected value of spouse profit over own private profit
as below (I will refer to this as private MRS for short later in this paper, and also refer to the
MRS under complete information in the last subsection as public MRS):

v
M RSm

=

M RSfv
9

=

I discuss the case of risk aversion in the Appendix.
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∂um
∂E(π˜fv )
∂um
v
∂πm
∂uf
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∂E(π˜m
∂uf
∂πfv

v
Graphically, now consider the y-axis as πfv and the x-axis is E[π̃m
] for the woman’s decision
v
making; while for the man, the y-axis becomes E(π˜fv ), and the x-axis becomes πm
. In general, the

private MRS’s might be smaller than the public MRS’s for the self-interest cases of MRS smaller
than one, which in turn can exacerbate intrahousehold productive inefficiency. Intuitively, the
private nature of the individual profit probably allows individuals to maintain more personal
control over her own profit, for example, she can hide it from the intrahousehold sharing rule
concerning known income.10 For the household production, similar analysis for the case of
complete information in the previous subsection can apply to the incomplete information case
here, and similar claims as claim 1-4 can be derived, except that the MRS’s that matter is not
now the private MRS’s.

3.5

Testable predictions and empirical strategy

To sum it up, the model above derives two predictions involving household overall income and
MRS’s. I consider them as testable, based on the assumption that I can correctly elicit the
MRS’s using an incentive-compatible artefactual experiment, which I will momentarily introduce
in Section 4.
In general, the theory predicts that MRS’s should play a role in explaining differences in household income. Based on claim 2, 3 and 4, we know that holding other
determinants of household income constant, the relationship between total household income
and the labor unconstrained spouse’s MRS, denoted as M RSu , should follow the equation below:11



I1






g (M RSu )

 1
Ih = Imax





g2 (M RSu )




I
2

if M RSu < ψl
if ψl ≤ M RSu ≤ 1
if M RSu = 1

(1)

if 1 ≤ M RSu ≤ ψh
if M RSu ≥ ψh > 1

where g1 (M RSu ) is a decreasing function of M RSu , and I1 ≤ g1 (M RSu ) ≤ Imax ; g2 (M RSi )
is an increasing function of M RSu , and I2 ≤ g2 (M RSu ) ≤ Imax ; ψl is the slope of the PPF at the
10

Again I leave the formal modeling of the consumption deaccessions with incomplete information to another
paper.
11
Note that if we extend the production factors to more than two, for example, consider land, labor and also
fertilizer, then it could be that both spouses’ MRS’s matter for the household overall income, because it might be
that one spouse is unconstrained in labor while the other is unconstrained in fertilizer. Nevertheless, I stick to the
conclusion of the original simple model, while keeping this possible extension in mind when moving to empirical
analysis.
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Figure 4: The predicted relationship between household income and the unconstrained spouse’s
MRS

point with no intrahousehold cooperation, point E, and ψh is the slope of the PPF at the point
with “the-gift-of-Magi” cooperation, point E 0 . An example of the function is shown on Figure 4.
However, testing the exact relationship between Ih and MRS’s as in Equation 1 is not empirically feasible. The first obstacle is that we also do not observe the exact values of the thresholds
ψl andψh , which may vary across households depending on the PPF and the endowment distribution. Therefore, in the empirical analysis, I will mainly rely on the variation in MRS’s
depending on its value relative to one, instead of exploiting the variations within ranges of [0, 1)
and (1, +∞). I define three types of individuals: (1) collective individuals, whose M RS = 1;
(2) self-interested individuals, whose M RS < 1; and (3) hyper-altruistic individuals, whose
M RS > 1. I define the dummy variable indicating the general inefficient experimental type of
individual j’ from household i as dij :

1 if M RS =
6 1
dij =
0 if M RS = 1
As shown in Figure 4, dij (or more subdivided dummy variables) should capture the differ24

Woman / Man
1: MRS_f<1
2: MRS_f=1
3: MRS_f>1

Table 1: Household-level division of experimental behaviors
A: MRS_m<1
B: MRS_m=1
C: MRS_m>1
self-interested inefficient possibly efficient
mixed inefficient
possibly efficient
definitely efficient
possibly efficient
mixed inefficient
possibly efficient hyper-altruistic inefficient

ences in average household income between the efficient households and the (two different types
of) inefficient households; while the magnitude of the household income gap depends on the
underlying function as in Equation 1, as well as the density function of the labor-unconstrained
spouse’s MRS’s in the sample.
More important, another unidentified information is which spouse is labor unconstrained and
∗
which is constrained. First, the optimal labor/land ratio τf∗ and τm
, which is needed to decide

spouses’ relative labor-land endowment, is empirically unidentified. Second, individual-level data
on production factor holdings is not collected in basic household surveys, as the one used in this
paper. I use two empirical specifications to deal with the latent variable of labor unconstrained
spouse’s gender. First, I simply use OLS, regressing household income on household-level experimental types. Alternatively, I adopt a finite mixture model, directly using dummy variables at
the individual level, dij .
To generate the experimental types at the household level, I list the matrix of different
combinations of dim . and dif . in Table 1. According to the theoretical predictions, those
households in cell B2 where both spouses’ MRS’s equal to one are definitely efficient, no matter
who is the labor unconstrained spouse. Those households in cells B1, B3, A2, and C2 are possibly
efficient, because if the wife (or the husband) happens to be labor unconstrained for those in
cells B1 and B3 (or cells A2 and C2), they will obtain intrahousehold productive efficiency. For
those households where both spouses’ have MRS’s smaller than one, as in cell A1, they will
surely be productively inefficient. I categorize them as self-interested inefficient households.
For those households where both spouses’ have MRS’s bigger than one, in cell C3, they will
also surely be productively inefficiently, but for a different reason. I instead categorize them as
hyper-altruistic inefficient household. Then those in cells A3 and C1 are inefficient households
where the reason for the inefficiency could either be self-interets or hyper-altruism, thus I call
them mixed inefficient households. I define the dummy variable indicating the general inefficient
experimental type of household i as Di :

1 if d = 1 and d = 1
if
im
Di =
0 if otherwise
Di (or more subdivised dummy variables) should capture the difference between (possibly)
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efficient and inefficient households. Formally, in the OLS regression as in Equation 2, γ should
be smaller than one.12
ln(Iiv ) = α + βXi + γDi + ηv + i

(2)

Alternatively, the finite mixture model introduces to the maximum likelihood estimation a
linear function predicting the probability the woman is the labor-unconstrained spouse, where
the household income depends on the woman’s (or the man’s) individual experimental behavior
conditional on she (or he) being labor unconstrained. Formally, the log-likelihood function of
the finite mixture model is as follows:

`(ln(Ii ), |Xi , dif , dim ) = ρi (Zi ) ∗ φ(Ii − βXi − θf dif ) + (1 − ρi (Zi )) ∗ φ(Ii − βXi − θm dim ) (3)
where dij is in household i, individual j’s experimental behavior dummy indicating whether
spouse j exhibits a MRS different from one, as defined earlier; ρi is the probability that the
woman is labor unconstrained in household i, which is a linear function of determining variables,
Zi ; φ() is the density function of the standard normal distribution. According to the theory, both
θf and θm should be negative.
Testable Prediction 1: In the OLS regression as in Equation 2, γ < 0. In the finite
mixture model as in Equation 3, θj < 0, j = f, m.
The dummies of Di and dij discussed above actually have two versions: one concerning MRS
of the spouse’s earnings over one’s own public earnings, and the other concerning own private
earnings. Take the OLS for example, consider the two regression equations below:
ln(Iiv ) = α + βXi + γDipublic + ηv + i

(4)

ln(Iiv ) = α + βXi + γ
eDiprivate + ηv + i

(5)

Based on the discussion in Subsection 3.4, comparing the explanatory powers of the two
equations above, and the magnitudes of γ and γ
e, provide an inferential test of the role of private
information on individual earnings in causing intrahousehold productive inefficiency.
Testable Prediction 2: If private individual income constitutes an important part
of the household income, then γ > γ
e, and Equation 5 should exhibit greater explanatory power than Equation 4; otherwise γ < γ
e, and the relative explanatory power
reverses as well.
12

I take log of the household income to make sure the error terms are normally distributed.
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Note that it is possible that private individual income plays different roles depending on the
gender of the spouse. For example, women might have more private income as they participate in
product markets more frequently by selling fruits and vegetables in the context. Or they might
have higher incentives to hide some income from their husbands in the patriarchal families.
Regressing household income on household-level experimental types based on women’s private
MRS’s and men’s public MRS’s, and vice versa, could reveal such asymmetric roles of private
individual earnings for men and women, if there is any.

3.6

Further discussions and interpretations

Inefficiency loss in household overall income
Note that the relationship between the conditional household income and spouses’ MRS’s are
derived assuming the MRS’s are constant along the IC (linear IC) for an individual over different
values of each spouse’s profit. Such an assumption ensures that all the variations in MRS’s
we consider in the analysis above, come from shifting of IC’s instead of movements along the
IC’s. If we allow the IC’s to be curves (for example, IC’s convex to the origin point as in ), and
consider shifting of the production possibility frontier (PPF), then there could arise additional
mapping of household income and MRS’s, which will add noise to the predicted equation in the
last subsection. However, since I will use the categorical dummies based on MRS’s values relative
to 1 in the empirical analysis, such noise will not have impact on the relationship between the
household conditional income and the categorical variables. Therefore, within the framework
of the theoretical model here, the conditional household income associated with the MRS’s
are the household income loss that can be attributed to intrahousehold productive inefficiency.
Nevertheless, moving towards the empirical analysis, there can be other reasonings behind a
correlation between household income and the MRS’s. I will discuss the endogeneity problems
and how I check for them in the results section (See Subsection 6.3).
More general interpretations
The model makes assumptions specific to the study site, where men and women separately own
plots, and the profits are divided according to the plot ownership. However, the model does
not lose its generality as it can adjust to different settings. For example, if individual profits
depend on the production of gender-specific crops as in Goldstein and Udry (2008) instead of
land ownership, then we can instead specify two different production functions for the male
crop and for the female crop. Similar inefficient intrahousehold allocation of production factors
will still arise from the Cournot-Nash noncooperative bargaining model, as long as the factor
endowment-unconstrained individuals’ marginal rates of substitution of their spouses’ earnings
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for their own earnings differ from one. Alternatively, the two plots in the current model can be
interpreted as two different income-generating activities under men and women’s control, either
cultivation, raising livestocks, other on-farm activities, or off-farm activities.

4

Experimental Design

In this section, I will introduce the field experiment that I conduct to elicit individuals’ marginal
rate of substitution (MRS) concerning the spouse’s earnings in contrast to one’s own earnings.
I only introduce the monogamous version of the experiment here, while leaving the extensions
of the polygamous experiment in Subsection 5.2. In the experiment, I adopt multiple price
lists (MPL’s), which is a frequently-used tool to elicit willingness-to-pay (WTP) for non-market
goods. Simple dichotomous choices with varying values of payments in the MPL’s allow me to
observe a switch point which reveals a range for the relative value I am after. I also introduce
a within-subject information treatment on each other’s earnings between the spouses, in order
to elicit public MRS’s and private MRS’s respectively. Let alone the MRS interpretation of the
experimental elicitation, the experiment is also comparable to previous intrahousehold efficiency
experiments using adjusted Dictator Game, Public Good Game and so like, in the sense that
it also creates an artefactual earnings opportunity and the Pareto efficient (household overall
income-maximizing) behavior is clearly defined.

4.1

The multiple price lists (MPL’s)

Husband and wife (wives) are invited to participate in the experiment together, but they are
separated upon arrival to make choices independently and privately. They are informed that
after the separate sessiona joint session will take place where the husband and wife (wives) will
be briefly gathered together before leaving. In the separate session, a participant conduct two
rounds of multiple price lists (MPL’s) under the instruction of an experiment administrator of
the same gender. The administrator promises to keep the participant’s experimental choices in
both rounds private between them two.
In the first MPL round, each subject answers 14 dichotomous choice questions between two
payments, option A and option B.13 Option A is some amount of payment given to oneself, and
option B is some other amount of payment given to one’s spouse. The amount of payment in
option A decreases as the questions proceed, while the amount in option B stay fixed at 1000
CFA (see Table 2), which approximately equals 2 dollars, that is about two-day’s income per
13

We informed the participant that if they felt indifferent between two options, they did not have to choose
one but can reported as “being indifferent”. However, in practice, participants seldom replied “being indifferent”
for any choice questions.
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Questions

Table 2: Dichotomous Choice Questions in a Multiple Price List
1
2
3
... ... 10
11
12
13

14

Option A: payments given
to you in the separate
(joint) session as in the
Private (Public) Payment
game

1100 1000

900

...

...

200

100

50

25

0

Option B: payments given
to your spouse in the public
session

1000 1000

1000

...

...

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

capita for the sample. The participants are told that after making all the 14 choices, one of these
choice question would be randomly selected to potentially decide the real payment. Depending on
the participant’s choice in that chosen question, the participants are informed that the payment
will be made to the respective individual with the specific amount in cash, later in the joint
session where both spouses are present. Thus in this round, there is complete information on the
earnings between the spouses. We refer to this first MPL round as the public earnings round.
In the second MPL round, the private earnings round, everything is the same as in the public
earnings round, except that the participants are informed that for this round, the payment given
to self in option A will be given privately in the separate session while the spouse is not present.
The experiment administrator promises the subject not to talk to anyone, including his spouse,
about the payment he receives in the separate session, if any. Thus in the private payment round,
there is incomplete information on the payments between the spouses. In this way, we create
a within-subject treatment of information asymmetry by having everyone play both the public
and the private earnings rounds. To incentivize the choices while avoiding endowment effect, the
participants are informed before-hand that after finishing both rounds, one of the rounds will be
randomly chosen to make real payments.
In practice, the experiment proceeds as follows: A participant, say Djeneba, learns about
the rules of the experiment and plays a practice round of the experiment. Then in the real
experiment, she first chooses in the public earnings round. Suppose she chooses option A when
the payment for herself is 700 or more, and option B otherwise; while in the private earnings
round, she chooses Option A when the payment for herself is 500 or more, and option B otherwise.
Upon finishing both rounds, she draws an envelope out of two. If the envelope contains a piece
of green paper, then the public earnings round would decide her real payment; if the color of the
paper is blue, then the private earnings round would decide her real payment. Then Djeneba
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toss a ten-sided dice to decide which choice question would be enforced.14 Say Djeneba draws an
envelope with a green paper, and her dice lands on number 4. This means choice question number
8 in the Public Payment Task where the payment in option A is 400 CFA, will be enforced. Since
she has chosen option B for this choice question, an amount of 1000 CFA would be given to the
husband in the joint session later, together with what he gains for himself from his experiment,
if any. Nothing will be given to Djeneba either in the separate session or the joint session, unless
her husband gains her some payment from his experiment.

4.2

Eliciting marginal rates of substitution (MRS’s)

Observing the participant’s switch point in the MPL’s procedures, we know a rang for the relative
value an individual puts on earnings given to the spouse, relative to earnings given to self. If
the subject always chooses option A (payments given to herself) in all these 14 questions, then
we decide the MRS is 0. If the subject chooses option A in the first two questions, but later she
switches to option B starting from Question N, then we know a range for MRS between AN −1
and AN . The midpoint, 0.5 ∗ (AN −1 + AN ), is then taken as an approximation for the MRS.
For the example of Djeneba from the last subsection, her public MRS is 0.65, and her private
MRS is 0.45. If the subject chooses option A in the first question when option A is 1100 CFA
for self, but later she switches to option B starting from the question 2, then I decide that her
MRS is 1.15 Last, if the subject always chooses option B (payments given to her spouse) in these
14 questions, then we decide the MRS is bigger than one. Unique switch point within a round
is encouraged by the question format: once the subject switches to choose B at question N, the
experiment administrator asks “does this mean for any value smaller than AN , you would also
choose option B”, instead of going through all the remaining choice questions one by one.
Again, the public earnings round elicits the public MRS, and the private earnings round elicits
the private MRS. Note that the private self payment does not mean the spouse will completely
have no idea about it: when he observes that in the joint session no payment is gained from the
spouse’s experiment for either of them, he would guess that she has got some private payment
in her separate session, even though the administrators have not told him what the spouse’s
separate session is like, or whether it involves same choices as in his. Therefore, the private
payment to the participant is a payment whose exact amount the spouse does not know about
14

The dice had a number from 0-9 on each side, and the payment amount for oneself would be 100 times the
number that the dice landed on. For example, if the dice landed on 2, choice question 10 where option A was 200
would be enforced. This means question 1, 2, 12 and 13 would never be chosen, but we believe the purpose of
the randomized payment is to incentivize the participants to take the whole experiment seriously. Treating some
questions in the mix of the 14 choice questions absent-mindedly because the particular question is not exactly
incentivized, seems not very likely.
15
Note...
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but could form a sensible expectation. This is consistent with the definition of the private MRS
in the theoretical analysis as in Subsection 3.4.
Alternatively, the elicited MRS’s can also be interpreted as the percentage of realized household income over maximum possible household income, given the specific earning opportunity
constructed in the experimental setting. Viewing payments given either to oneself or the spouse
in general as household income, the maximum possible household income to be gained is 1000
CFA, but spouses can often sacrifice part of the household income, in trade of more personal
control. For the example of Djeneba again, she is willing to give up some amount between 300
CFA and 400 CFA household income that can be gained from her choices in the public earnings
round, and thus only realizes 60-70 percent (taking the midpoint as 65 percent) of the household
income when her amount of earnings is complete information.

4.3

Concerns of the MRS interpretation

While our intention is to interpret the experimental elicitation as the MRS’s, there are several
concerns for such an interpretation in the detailed experimental procedures and design features.
We respond to most of these concerns in the experimental design:
1. Incomplete thinking: Within the limited time given to the participants in the experimental
setting, a participant could have made choices without really thinking them through. For
example, one might only consider how much of the payment given to the spouse would be
directly transferred to her, if any, instead of how much she would really benefit from it,
either from direct transfer or indirectly from the spouse’s expenditures. In response to this
concern, after the practice experiment but before the real experiment, the administrators
ask the subjects to allocate 1000 CFA of hypothetical earnings into different aspects of
personal or household consumptions (including direct transfer). Afterwards they are also
asked to guess how the spouse would allocate the 1000 CFA if he had received 1000 CFA
from the experiment. These expenditure allocation questions are incentivize as the participants will receive a bonus of 200 CFA, if later in the joint session we compare the spouse’s
answers and one’s own allocation and the spouse’s prediction about her allocation matches.
2. On independent choices: By separating the couples and asking each individual to make
independent choices, we intend to interpret the elicitations as direct trade-offs without
strategic thinking. However, the choices are not completely independent. Because subjects
might have guessed that the spouse is also facing the same choices, they could have made
their decisions taking into consideration what they expect the spouses to choose. Therefore,
before conducting the choices, the administrators emphasize to the participants that his
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spouse is doing something irrelevant to his choices here, and he should concentrate on his
choices only.
3. On private choices: Besides trying to keep the choices independent, we also want the
choices to be private so that the elicitation indicates the person’s preferences over the
different payments, excluding the effect of the choice itself as a signal. The experiment
administrators promised participants that they would not reveal the choices to anyone
including the spouses, and made sure the experimental environment is private. However,
when observing the payments in the joint session, individuals could obtain some information
about the spouse’s choices. For example, if a husband observes the wife receives 200 CFA
in the joint session while he does not earn her any money in his experiment, he could have
guessed that the wife was also conducting the same choices as his, and had chosen 200 CFA
for herself over 1000 CFA for him in the public earnings round. If the wife thought through
the logic above and feared the possible deduction by the husband would harm her by sending
a non-cooperative signal to the husband, we would see a higher MRS for her than her true
preference that can be revealed when choices are strictly private information. While having
no perfect solution for this concern, the expenditure allocation questions introduced before
the real experiment, to some extent, can help direct participants’ attentions towards real
material benefits of the choices instead of signal-sending considerations.
4. “I earn the money for you” : Another more subtle concern is that one might think she can
benefit more from the spouse’s 1000 CFA gained from the experiment than the spouse’s 1000
CFA gained from a real-world source, because the spouse gets the payment entirely due to
the subject’s choices and “sacrifices”. In order to lead subjects away from such thinking, the
administrators inform the subjects that any payment made in the joint session, either to
the participant or this spouse, will be given to the respective person as a general gratitude
for participating the experiment, without detailed explanation.
5. Hawthorne effect: The mere fact that the subjects are participating a field experiment can
make them feel being observed and or even judged by the administrator and lead them to act
differently compared to in real life. In particular, participants might act more altruistically
than they really are, because they are afraid to be judged as “selfish”, especially if there is
a social norm valuing collective behaviors within the family. In response to this concern,
the administrators emphasize to the participants, before conducting the real experiment,
that there is no right or wrong in terms of their choices, and they can freely make choices
based on which option they feel would benefit them more.
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5

Data and Summary Statistics

5.1

iLiNS project and baseline household survey data

The households included in this study are from a random subsample of participating households
to the International Lipid-Based Nutrient Supplements (iLiNS-Zinc) Project in Burkina Faso.16
The project freely provided small-quantity lipid-based nutrient supplements (SQ-LNS) plus monitoring and treatment of diarrhea and malaria to 3,200 children 9 to 18 months of age, in order
to identify the optimal level of zinc for inclusion in the SQ-LNS formula, and to measure the
efficacy of LNS in promoting child growth and development Hess and et al. (2015). Most of the
household-level data used in this study came from a household expenditures questionnaire and
a socioeconomic and demographic characteristics questionnaire administered at baseline to the
rolling sample of households participating in the iLiNS-Zinc project; these data were collected
over the period June 2010 to November 2011.17
The household expenditures questionnaire was subdivided into food expenditures (based on a
1-week recall period), frequent non-food expenditures (1-month recall), and infrequent non-food
expenditures (12-month recall). All expenditures were converted from West African CFA franc
to 4th quarter 2011 USD. In the analysis later in the paper, I will use the aggregated household expenditure as a proxy for the household total income. Meanwhile, the socioeconomic and
demographics characteristics questionnaire provides covariates that are associated with interhousehold differences in income. I report the summary statistics of all the survey variables in
Table 3. Note that the unit of household labor is in adult-equivalent. I construct the labor adultequivalent by giving young children (0-5 years old) a weight of zero, older children (6-14 years
old) and elderly (older than 65) a weight of 0.5, and all others a weight of 1. For the construction
of the livestock index, asset index and housing quality index, please see the Appendix.

5.2

Experiment implementation and outcomes

Implementation of the experiment
We revisit a random subsample of iLiNS households in 22 project villages from late December
2013 to January 2014. Experiment administrator of the same gender conducted the experiment
one-on-one with the participant, in a private place either near the family’s house, or in/around
some village facilities like the village clinic, school or mosque. The language used in the experiment is either Dioula or Morri, two most common local languages (See in the Appendix the
16

The iLiNS project also has trials in Malawi and Ghana; for details see http://www.ilins.org.
A small part of the socioeconomic variables came from a short questionnaire conducted after the intrahousehold field experiment that I will momentarily introduce in the next subsection.
17
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Table 3: Summary statistics of variabls from the survey data

Household expenditure per day (in 2011 dollars)
Whether the man is farmer
Total land area (in Hectars)
Number of household labor
Livestock index
Whether the man attends school
Whether the woman attends school
Whether take credit last year
Whether receive transfer last year
Concession size
Whether the man joins production-related associations
Whether the woman joins production-related associations
Whether the woman joins credit associations
Number of children under 5
Whether either spouse gets sick in the last 6 months
Housing index
Wealth index
The man’s age
Whether the man is Mossi
Whether the man is Muslim
Observations
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mean
5.573037
.8521739
6.438652
3.821586
3.557957
.7695652
.4695652
.6652174
.2478261
2.286957
.6782609
.3565217
.4043478
1.934783
.426087
-.0072668
.0325184
35.98261
.5434783
.7956522
230

sd
min
4.46204 .5594612
.3557016
0
6.001754
0
1.9031
2
4.072069
0
.4220296
0
.5001614
0
.4729437
0
.432692
0
1.476247
1
.4681624
0
.4800165
0
.4918358
0
.8616571
0
.4955852
0
.9239474 -1.41324
.9851625 -1.680341
9.578435
19
.4991924
0
.4041037
0

max
31.42754
1
40.5
14
31.96
1
1
1
1
7
1
1
1
5
1
3.015443
2.400941
68
1
1

experimental protocol in English and French). Because many of the subjects are illiterate, a great
amount of effort and time was put into making sure they understand the experiment. Careful
explanations took place step by step, from the basic concept of either-or choice questions, to the
incentivizing mechanism of randomly choosing one of the 14 questions to make real payment,
and then to the introduction of the two different rounds with and without complete information
between the spouses on the payments. All subjects played the practice experiment before they
played the real experiment. Coins of the exact real values are used by the administrators to
vividly illustrate the questions.
We include 151 monogamous households and 79 polygamous households with two wives in our
sample. I will rely on the monogamous sample to present the major results, and include polygamous households for robustness check, while conducting some exploratory polygamy-specific
analyses to reveal special features of polygamous household structure. While the experiment
structure described in Section 2 directly applies to monogamous households, we adapted it for
the polygamous households. For the polygamous households, both wives are included in the experiment, and each member played 4 rounds of dichotomous choices of multiple price lists. The
husband first played a public payment round and a private payment round concerning the first
wife, and then a public and a private payment round concerning the second wife. Each wife also
played two rounds concerning the husband and two additional rounds concerning the cowife. The
private payments would also be given to one in the separate session, while the public payments
would be given in the joint session where all the three household members would be present.
After finishing all the 4 rounds, one round will be randomly chosen to make real payments.
However, after conducting the focus group, pretests, and consulted the local human subject
committee, we realized that the possibly uneven payments among household members and the
possible private payments might cause problems for some households. Though it is not very
likely, we acted with caution prioritizing the interests of our participants. We informed the
participants about the payment mechanism as we described above and in Section 2.1, but in the
end we gave each participant 1000 CFA, the maximum possible payment from the experiment,
in the joint session. We explained to them the reason why we gave them payments in a different
way from what we told them before, and thanked them for their time and involvement in our
experiment using the payments as a way to compensate them. We also asked their favor not
to disclose the format as well as the payments of the experiments to other villagers before we
finished our experiments in the village.
Experimental outcomes
I report the distribution matrix of spouses’ public MRS’s in Table 4, and that of private MRS’s
in Table 5, for monogamous households only. At the individual level, 22 percent individuals have
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public MRS’s equal to one, 46 percent smaller than one, and 32 percent larger than 1. Comparing
to the private MRS’s, the hyper-altruistic (MRS>1) individuals’ share remains 31 percent, while
the more (53 percent) individuals are self-interested (MRS<1) and fewer (16 percent) individuals
are collective (MRS=1).
Table 4: Matrix of couples’ MRS’s distributions with public earnings
Husband
Self-interested (MRS<1) Collective (MRS=1) Hyper-altrusitic (MRS>1) Total
Wife: MRS<1
40
14
23
77
(26.49)
(9.272)
(15.23)
(50.99)
Wife: MRS=1
12
7
15
34
(7.947)
(4.636)
(9.934)
(22.52)
Wife: MRS>1
11
11
18
40
(7.285)
(7.285)
(11.92)
(26.49)
Total
63
32
56
151
(41.72)
(21.19)
(37.09)
(100)
Observations
151
b coefficients; pct in parentheses
Percentage points in the parentheses

Table 5: Matrix of couples’ MRS’s distributions with private earnings
Husband
Self-interested (MRS<1) Collective (MRS=1) Hyper-altrusitic (MRS>1) Total
Wife: MRS<1
44
12
31
87
(29.14)
(7.947)
(20.53)
(57.62)
Wife: MRS=1
12
2
10
24
(7.947)
(1.325)
(6.623)
(15.89)
Wife: MRS>1
17
10
13
40
(11.26)
(6.623)
(8.609)
(26.49)
Total
73
24
54
151
(48.34)
(15.89)
(35.76)
(100)
Observations
151
b coefficients; pct in parentheses
Percentage points in the parentheses

Recall in Subsection 3.5, I name the different cases in table 1. I group the definitely efficient and the probably efficient households together, as the experimentally efficient households.
I also group the self-interested inefficient, the hyper-altruistic inefficient, and the mixed inefficient households together, as the experimentally inefficient households. These two broad groups
constitute 39% and 61% of the monogamous sample respectively, based on public MRS’s. These
two shares become 30% and 70%, based on private MRS’s.
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Figure 5: The pair-wise distribution of individuals’ public and private MRS’s (monogamy sample)

I plot individuals’ public MRS’s against their private MRS’s on Figure 5. As the bubbles
representing the density, the majority of individuals have identical MRS’s in the two experimental
rounds, and for the rest, a private MRS smaller than the public MRS is more common than the
opposite case. Looking at the experimental outcome alone, private earnings exacerbates overall
household income loss, as MRS can also be interpreted as the percentage of maximum overall
household experimental payments that is realized.
As clustered at the upper-right corner as well as the upper bound and right bound on the
graph , there are many cases of MRS bigger than one, meaning that the individual chooses 1000
CFA for his spouse rather than 1100 CFA for himself. This is inconsistent with a standard
consumption model with pure altruism. If he chooses the 1100 CFA given to self, he can give
1000 CFA to the spouse after the experiment, and then use the remaining 100 CFA to further
benefit himself, or the spouse, or them both. Below I will try to address the concern that such a
non-standard outcome might simply come from subjects’ poor understanding of the experiment.
First, the experiment was designed with this caution in mind. As we encountered several
cases of bigger than one MRS’s in the pretest, I added a check step if such situation occurs in the
formal experiments. The enumerator would explain the experimental rules to the subjects again,
and describe what one can do with the 1100 CFA (including giving 1000 CFA to the spouse and
enjoy the extra 100 CFA as I argued in the last paragraph). The answer is formally recorded
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Figure 6: Enumerators’ ratings of the participants understanding levels (monogamous sample)

only if the participant still sticks to his choice after showing signs of a good understanding of the
experiment. Before the final realization of the payments, the enumerator also double-checked
with participants about their choices and allowed them to change if they want to.
Then, after the experiment, the enumerators also rated the participant’s understanding level
of the experiment on a 1 to 5 scale. If MRS’s bigger than one were results of poor understanding,
we should expect it to be correlated with lower enumerator ratings. In Figure 6, I show the
histograms of the ratings for the individuals with standard MRS values and MRS’s bigger than
one, no significant difference can be found in the ratings between the two groups. Additionally,
I regress simple logit models including not only the ratings but also the education and literacy
variables (See Appendix), to see whether subjects with lower educations are more likely to have
MRS’s bigger than one. I also include enumerator dummies, as subjects’ nonstandard answers
can be especially lead by specific enumerators conducts or characteristics. However, none of
these variables are significant, except for two out of twenty enumerator dummies.18 Overall, the
nonstandard outcome of larger-than-one MRS’s seem not to be results of poor understanding.

19

Also note that no existing experimental studies have ever found a similar phenomenon. However, this is not suprising given the different design features of the current experiment compared
18

For these two enumerators, the share of MRS bigger than one among all their interviews are respectively
3/27; 27/39. I will later conduct robustness analysis excluding subjects interviewed by these two enumerators.
19
Nevertheless, I conduct the major econometric regression which I will report in the next section excluding all
households with either spouse’s MRS bigger than one. As shown in Appendix Table X, the point estimates stay
similar to the full-sample results, while the statistical significances no longer hold as the sample size shrinks to
half.
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to the existing ones. In the current experiment, the trade-off ratio between spouse’s earnings
and own earnings changes across questions, and is allowed to go larger than one. In contrast,
the previous experiments always use one or more fixed trade-off ratios between different types of
household earnings, and all of these ratios are strictly smaller than one.

6

Analysis and Results

In this section, I present the econometric analysis and results. I mainly focus on monogamous
households first. Before linking the experimental outcomes to the household survey data, I
first establish a basic asset-income mapping model in Subsection 6.1, regressing total household
expenditures on available covariates from the iLiNS household surveys. This provides a benchmark for me to examine the effects of adding the experimental measures in Subsection 6.2. I
show results from two different methods, one using OLS with household-level experimental types
and the other using a finite mixture model with individual-level experimental measures. I also
compare the performances of the experimental measures from the public and private earnings
rounds, as well as to experimental measures asymmetrically constructed based on both rounds.
While I do not have a proper IV to capture exogenous variations in household (in)efficiency level
(that is represented by the experimental measure), I provide suggestive evidence in Subsection
6.3 that the correlation I find in Subsection 6.2 is probably driven by a causal relationship. In
Subsection 6.4, I discuss heterogeneous effects of the experimental measures. In Subsection 6.5,
I quantify the average income difference associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency
for the whole sample as well as for different subsamples. Last, I add polygamous households to
the sample and report the results in Subsection 6.6.

6.1

The basic asset-income mapping regression

A correct specification of the basic model on determinants of household income is an essential
step before we can add the experimentally elicited marginal rates of substitutions (MRS’s) and
investigate the role of intrahousehold productive inefficiency. To establish the basic model, I
adopt a perspective similar to Sen (1981) entitlement mapping, and Carter and May (1999)’s
livelihood mapping: “ownership endowments (including tangible assets like land and labor, as
well as intangible assets such as welfare rights and social and familial reciprocity) form the basis for gaining access to commodity bundles (food, services, facilities) through various claiming
systems (including the labor and other markets, social and bureaucratic processes, etc.)”.20 Instead of Sen’s multiple-dimensional commodity, or Carter and May’s (1999) one dimensional but
20

Sen (1981).
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welfare-related household per capita income, I consider the mapping of households’ available assets to the overall household income. Therefore, I call the basic regression here the asset-income
mapping model.
ln(Iiv ) = α + βXi + ηv + i

(6)

In a sense, the asset-income mapping is analogical to, but more general than, an agricultural
production function, for example, at the farm level. Here, the household is viewed as the unit
where people do the best they can to maximize their income given the the often meager assets
and opportunities available to them. The major income-generating activities are cultivation
and other agricultural productions, but are not restricted to any one type of activities, either
on-farm or off-farm. Same as when estimating the production functions, simple OLS will result
in endogenous estimations of the asset-income mapping relationship. Despite such a deficiency
in the method, I do not think this poses a major problem serving the mapping model’s main
purpose, -to provide a benchmark examining the role of intrahousehold productive inefficiency.
For the dependent variable, I use the household overall expenditure as a proxy for household income. In practice, I take the log of the household expenditure because taking the log
yields a distribution closer to a normal distribution. For the independent variables, I follow
the asset-income mapping logic, and include available variables indicating household’s levels of
various assets endowment as well as features of their claiming systems (See Table 3 for summary
statistics).
The most important variable that defines the household’s claiming system is the occupation.
The majority (85%) of the households’ heads in our sample works in agriculture cultivation. I also
include the household’s number of children under 5, as an indicator of the household members,
especially the women’s household responsibility that prevents them from devote more of their
labor in the income-generating activities.
Since the majority of households work in agriculture, the most important material asset is
land. Labor is another essential production factor. I also include information on other aspects
of human capital: education, literacy and health. Various variables of social capital are also
included: whether the household has received any form of transfer from outside the household in
the last year, number of associations individuals join, the number of households in the concession
etc. Household’s own wealth can serve as the major source of financial capital available to invest
in the household production, under an imperfect financial market. Therefore I include two indices
of household wealth: The first is a wealth index based on household durables. The second is a
housing quality index based on the type of housing material.
Note that these wealth indices are particularly endogenous to the household income or expen-
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diture, because wealth is the accumulation of household income from previous periods. Therefore,
I exclude them in the first specification, whose results with the monogamous sample I report in the
first column in Table 6 (See the Appendix for the results when including polygamous households,
). In the second column, I add in the two wealth indices. In column three, I additionally include
basic demographic variables of the household head: age, ethnicity and religion. The asset-income
mapping model does not give any specific reason to include these basic demographics, but I include them as proxies of unobservable assets or unobservable features of their claiming systems.
In the last column, I add village fixed effect, ηv , controlling for the village level unobservables.
Across these different specifications, if the household head’s occupation is not agriculture,
the possessed land is larger, and the labor endowment is greater, then the household income is
significantly higher. Interestingly, several variables indicating the woman’s human capital, social
capital and then probably women’s bargaining power play mixed roles in influencing household
income. Both the woman’s education and participation in credit associations lead to larger
household income. However, the woman’s participation in production-related associations leads
to much lower household income.
Adding the wealth index and housing quality index quite dramatically increases the adjusted
2

R , from 0.158 to 0.303. As discussed earlier, this probably is majorly due to the high correlation
between household current income and household wealth instead of the effect of available financial
assets. Then adding the “unobservables”, I find a 28.7 percent ethnic gap in household income
between the Mossi and other households. Adding village fixed effect also significantly increases
the adjusted R2 . Overall, the basic model captures the asset-income mapping relationship quite
well, with the highest adjusted R2 as high as 0.427.21

6.2

Adding experimental measures to the basic regression model

After setting up the basic mapping relationship, both Sen (1981) and Carter and May (1999) are
interested in the complexity stemming from the imperfections of various social institutions (for
example, markets and bureaucracies) that prevents households from realizing the full potential
of their possessed assets and opportunities. So is the current paper, while here I focus on
the inefficiency brought about by the cooperation failure within the most fundamental social
institution of marriage and family.
Note that given the 2-3 years of time lag between the iLiNS baseline survey and the intrahousehold field experiment, I am additionally assuming that the intrahousehold relationships
21

In Table 6, the model also controls for concession size, spouses’ health status, number of children under age
five, whether the household takes credit last year, whether receives transfer last year, as well as the year and
season of the baseline survey. None of these coefficients are significant, and they are not reported in the table for
the sake of space.
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Table 6: Basic model of household income determinants (monogamous households only)
(1)
(2)
(3)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
Whether the man is farmer
-0.821
-0.555
-0.610∗∗∗
(0.176)
(0.173)
(0.180)

(4)
-0.628∗∗
(0.246)

Total land area (in Hectars)

-0.0325∗
(0.0160)

-0.0272∗∗
(0.0116)

-0.0306∗∗
(0.0125)

-0.0335∗∗∗
(0.00770)

Total land area * Whether the man is farmer

0.0489∗
(0.0272)

0.0410∗∗
(0.0186)

0.0573∗∗∗
(0.0170)

0.0642∗∗∗
(0.0147)

Number of household labor

0.0697∗
(0.0373)

0.0918∗∗
(0.0338)

0.0921∗∗∗
(0.0305)

0.0821∗∗∗
(0.0211)

Livestock index

0.0238
(0.0246)

0.0205
(0.0222)

0.0284
(0.0181)

0.0176
(0.0132)

Whether the man attends school

0.0120
(0.113)

-0.0723
(0.113)

-0.109
(0.123)

-0.132
(0.132)

Whether the woman attends school

0.166
(0.0981)

0.164∗
(0.0872)

0.153∗
(0.0769)

0.151
(0.0888)

Whether the man joins production-related associations

0.0956
(0.0950)

0.0738
(0.101)

0.110
(0.0927)

0.0609
(0.0957)

Whether the woman joins production-related associations

-0.171
(0.114)

-0.265∗
(0.132)

-0.323∗∗
(0.127)

-0.179∗∗
(0.0714)

Whether the woman joins credit associations

0.116∗∗
(0.0540)

0.0866
(0.0533)

0.104
(0.0694)

0.168∗
(0.0841)

Housing index

0.0521
(0.0938)

0.0759
(0.0867)

0.249∗∗∗
(0.0674)

Wealth index

0.223∗
(0.115)

0.198∗∗
(0.0920)

0.0364
(0.0866)

0.00174
(0.00471)

-0.00213
(0.00634)

Whether the man is Mossi

0.287∗∗
(0.107)

0.205
(0.175)

Whether the man is Muslim

0.137
(0.159)
148
0.364
No
Yes

0.0761
(0.198)
148
0.446
Yes
Yes

The man’s age

Observations
Adjusted R2
Add village dummies
Add ’unobservables’
Standard errors in parentheses
Standard errors are clustered at the village level.
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148
0.178
No
No

148
0.317
No
No

could be stable over time; otherwise we wouldn’t be able to detect with our sample the experimental measures’ explanatory power, even if the theoretical model in Section 3 correctly captures
the reality in household production and its testable predictions can be verified with experimental
measures from the contemporaneous period of the survey data.
OLS with experimental measures with public earnings at the household level
In particular, I put the predictions of the theoretical model under empirical test based upon
the asset-income mapping regression above. I use specification in column (4) of Table 6 as
the basic regression. In principle, if adding the experimental types to the basic model shows
a significant increase in the model’s explanatory power as the theory suggests, then we find
empirical evidence supporting the existence of intrahousehold productive inefficiency and the
non-cooperative model in Section 3. On contrary, if the experimental measures do not add to our
understanding of the household income differences, then we found no evidence of intrahousehold
productive inefficiency, and the empirical result is instead consistent with a unitary or collective
model of household production.
As shown in Table 7, the dummies generated from the two spouses’ MRS’s with the public
round always exert explanatory power, no matter how I generate the dummies (the adjusted R2
increases, and the F-test is statistically significant). However, separately including the values of
the MRS’s of men and women, provides no explanatory power in addition to the basic mapping
model. In column (1), we can see that the experimentally inefficient households with no spouses’
MRS’s equal to one, have a average conditional household income 25.5% lower than those experimentally efficient households with at least one spouse’s MRS equals to one. In column (2),
dividing the experimentally efficient households into subgroups of definitely efficient households
(both MRS’s equal to one) and potentially efficient households (only one spouse’s MRS equal
to one), I find no difference in household conditional income between these subgroups, and the
statistical significance on the broad group dummy also goes away, probably due to the decrease
in degree of freedom. In column (3), I instead divide the experimentally inefficient households
into four subgroups and find that all inefficient subgroups have a significantly lower household
conditional income than the experimentally efficient households, except those where the woman
is self-interested (MRS smaller than one) and the man is hyper-altruistic (MRS bigger than one).
In column (4), dividing the experimentally efficient households again drives the statistical power
down. In column (5), I put in the MRS’s values of spouses directly in a non-linear form, and
they add no explanatory power to the basic model. The same situation also applies to column
(6), where I use the squared terms of the spouses’ MRS’s distance from one.
Result 1: In OLS, experimentally efficient households’ income has a 25.5 percent
higher conditional mean compared to experimentally inefficient households.
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Table 7: Adding experimental measures with the public earnings (monogamous sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Dummies:
Experimentally inefficient

-0.255∗∗∗
(0.0611)

-0.114
(0.227)

Only the man collective

0.0251
(0.166)

0.0190
(0.163)

Only the woman collective

0.250
(0.269)

0.240
(0.260)
-0.307∗∗∗
(0.0933)

-0.171
(0.236)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.157
(0.109)

-0.0280
(0.236)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.329∗∗
(0.126)

-0.191
(0.257)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.263∗∗
(0.106)

-0.130
(0.227)

Self-interested inefficient

Value of MRS’s:
MRS_m

-0.348
(0.724)

MRS_m squared

0.396
(0.649)

MRS_f

-0.254
(0.798)

MRS_f squared

0.251
(0.708)

(1-MRS_m) squared

-0.0630
(0.128)

(1-MRS_f) squared

-0.0252
(0.150)
148
0.437
0.446
0.885

Observations
Adjusted R2
Basic_model
F_test

148
0.479
0.446
0.000427

148
0.483
0.446
0.000209
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148
0.471
0.446
0.00189

148
0.474
0.446
0.000430

148
0.432
0.446
0.906

Standard errors in parentheses
Standard errors are clustered at the village level. I control for all the covariates as in column (4) of Table 6
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Figure 7: Kernel densities of the residuals from the basic asset-income mapping model by experimental efficiency

Note: The residual is generated from specification (4) in Table XXX.
Such a result is consistent with the theoretical model’s predictions in Section 3, therefore
supporting the existence of intrahousehold productive inefficiency and the mechanism suggested
in the noncooperative model. To illustrate the results more intuitively, I present Figure 7 and
Figure 8, to show the kernel density graphs of the residuals from the basic asset-income mapping
model by the experimental types.
Fixed mixture model with experimental measures with public earnings at the individual level
Now I turn to an alternative econometric set-up to examine the experimental measures’ explanatory power. As the theoretical model suggest, only the labor-unconstrained spouse’s MRS
matters. If we had known which of the two spouses is labor unconstrained, then we can simply
add to the OLS regression the measures generated from that specific spouse’s experimental behaviors. However, as we do not observe such information in the data, I rely on the finite mixed
model to utilize different specifications across the two different cases, estimating the probability
of a household has the woman as the labor-unconstrained spouse as additional coefficients.
In Table 8, I present the result when I estimate the probability ρ as an intercept instead of
a linear function of possible determinants. While forcing the coefficients of the unconstrained
spouses’ experimental type to zero, the coefficients all have the expected sign. The estimated
probability that the woman is the unconstrained spouse is 90.92 percent, while the income gap
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Figure 8: Kernel densities of the residuals from the basic asset-income mapping model by detailed
groups of experimental efficiency

has a similar magnitude as that from OLS above. For the relatively rare case (9.08 percent)
when the man is the unconstrained spouse, the income gap is as high as 88.3 percent.
Result 2: Using finite mixture model, the woman is found to be the laborunconstrained spouse for 90.82 percent households, while there is a significant income gap depending on whether the labor-unconstrained spouse’s MRS equals to
one or not.
[To be completed: I will introduce a linear function to estimate the probability instead ]
The role of information asymmetry
So far, I am using the measure from the experimental round with public earnings for the analysis
above. As discussed in Subsection 3.4 and Subsection 3.5, if in real life private individual earnings
constitute an important part of household income, then the experimental measure from the
private earnings round should also be able to explain differences in household income as that
from the public earnings round, if not perform better than the latter. In Table 9, I present
results from the OLS regressions of the exact model specifications as in Table 7, except that
the household-level dummies are constructed based on participants’ experimental behavior with
private earnings. A stark contrast arises, as none of the experimental measure coefficients are
either economically or statistically significant.
I also put the experimental measure from both rounds together to compete for explanatory
power, and present the results in Table 10. In column (1), I add the broad dummy from each
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Table 8: Estimates from the finite mixture model (monogamous sample)
(1)
component1
MRS_m=1
0
(.)
0.205∗∗
(0.0838)

MRS_f=1
component2
MRS_m=1

0.883∗∗
(0.447)

MRS_f=1

0
(.)
148

Observations
Adjusted R2

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01

experimental round; only the public round dummy is significant, and the sign is similar to that
in Table 7. In column (3), I add four detailed subgroup dummies from both rounds. Similar
results hold, except that the private experimental type where the woman is self-interested and
the man hyper-altruistic has 21.7 percent higher household income at 10 percent significant level.
Result 3: The experimental measure from the public earnings round has much
greater explanatory power than that from the private earnings round. This implies
that private individual earnings is not a major cause of intrahousehold productive
inefficiency.
It could be that many of these households fail to commit to an efficient input allocation
contract even under complete information on earnings, so it leaves little room for information
asymmetry on earnings to exacerbate production outcomes. Possibly, information asymmetry
on earnings could still result in productive inefficiency, among those household with zero income
loss under complete information. Therefor, in column (3), I interact the public round dummy
with the private round dummy, to check whether the experimentally inefficient households in
the private earnings round have a significantly lower income conditional on being experimentally
efficient in the public earnings round. Though the coefficient on the interaction term is negative,
none of the three coefficients are statistically significant.
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Table 9: Adding experimental measures with the private earnings (monogamous sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Dummies:
Experimentally inefficient

0.0316
(0.125)

0.151
(0.140)

Only the man collective

-0.0178
(0.165)

-0.0399
(0.193)

Only the woman collective

0.242
(0.178)

0.210
(0.188)

Self-interested inefficient

0.00197
(0.171)

0.0981
(0.182)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

0.146
(0.112)

0.232
(0.153)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.0348
(0.180)

0.0668
(0.187)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.0841
(0.200)

0.00345
(0.274)

Value of MRS’s:
MRS_m

-0.0317
(0.924)

MRS_m squared

0.0828
(0.745)

MRS_f

-0.0237
(0.530)

MRS_f squared

0.0653
(0.431)

(1-MRS_m) squared

-0.0512
(0.223)

(1-MRS_f) squared

-0.0473
(0.169)
148
0.437
0.446
0.939

Observations
Adjusted R2
Basic_model
F_test

148
0.441
0.446
0.802

148
0.444
0.446
0.268

148
0.438
0.446
0.171

148
0.439
0.446
0.0703

148
0.427
0.446
0.987
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Standard errors in parentheses
Standard errors are clustered at the village level. I control for all the covariates as in column (4) of Table 6
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Table 10: Adding both the experimental measures with public and private earnings (monogamous
sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Public:
Experimentally inefficient

-0.287∗∗∗
(0.0533)

-0.209
(0.126)

0.114
(0.118)

0.166
(0.167)

Private
Experimentally inefficient

Public inefficient * Private inefficient

-0.121
(0.165)

Public:
Self-interested inefficient

-0.365∗∗∗
(0.114)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.238∗∗
(0.114)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.276
(0.161)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.248
(0.153)

Private
Self-interested inefficient

0.123
(0.199)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

0.217∗
(0.118)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

0.00177
(0.182)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

0.0549
(0.219)
148
0.466
0.446
0.000416

Observations
Adjusted R2
Basic_model
F_test

148
0.481
0.446
0.000102

148
0.478
0.446
0.00968

Standard errors in parentheses
49 for all the covariates as in column (4) of Table 6
Standard errors are clustered at the village level. I control
∗
∗∗
∗∗∗
p < 0.10,
p < 0.05,
p < 0.01

6.3

Suggestive evidence of causality

Inverse causality is possible, especially given that the field experiment was conducted much later
than the basic household survey. Maybe spouses in poorer households are more cooperative
because they can not afford the consequences of inefficiency losses. Akresh (2008) finds that in
households in rural Burkina Faso experiencing exogenous negative rainfall shocks are less likely
to exhibit Pareto inefficiency in their intrahousehold consumption allocations, to some extent
supporting the negative sign of the inverse causality. If this is the case, then our estimate of
household conditional income associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency will be an
underestimate of the true inefficiency loss. Alternatively, the sign of the the inverse effect can
also be the opposite: poorer households might suffer more intrahousehold allocative inefficiency
because stress caused by poverty can bring out bad tempers, and erodes the spousal relationship. The fact that the intrahousehold field experiment was conducted 2-3 years after the iLiNS
baselines surveys, also adds to one’s concern about inverse causality.
To check for inverse causality, I regress the experimental dummy Di on all the determinants
of household income included in the basic asset-income mapping model. If the reverse causality
were the major drive behind the reported correlation in the previous subsection, then we should
expect the major asset levels and the wealth indices demonstrate a considerable explanatory
power. However, as reported in Table 11, the overall explanatory power of the inverse regression
is very limited (with adjusted R2 below zero in some of the specifications), and the variables that
play major roles in the basic asset-income mapping model have shown no relevance in deciding
the experimental measures, except that farmers with larger land area is slightly more likely to
be efficient. Overall, I find no explicit signs of reverse causality.22
Alternatively, endogeneity can also arise due to unobservables that are correlated with both
household income and intrahousehold allocative efficiency. For example, couples with greater
innate abilities are possibly more (or less) likely to commit to a informal contract and reach
collective outcomes, while spouses’ abilities positively contribute to greater household income.
In this case not being able to control for innate abilities in the regression will bias the inefficiency
estimates upward (or downward). It is also possible that factors like higher education and
cognitive understanding ability that positively contribute to household income, can also lead to
different experimental choices in the subjects, as more educated individuals can, for example,
better understand (or guess) the intension of the researchers and act according to the more
socially desirable answers (behave more cooperatively in our case).
22

In Table 10, the model also controls for concession size, number of children under age five, whether the
household takes credit last year, whether receives transfer last year, as well as the year and season of the baseline
survey, the age, ethnicity and religion of the household head. None of these coefficients are significant, and they
are not reported in the table for the sake of space.
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Table 11: Regressing the experimental measures on covariates
Experimentally inefficient
Whether the man is farmer
0.223
(0.270)
Total land area (in Hectars)

0.0175∗∗
(0.00810)

Total land area * Whether the man is farmer

-0.0288∗
(0.0148)

Number of household labor

0.000963
(0.0170)

Livestock index

0.00639
(0.0168)

Whether the man attends school

-0.0346
(0.110)

Whether the woman attends school

-0.0547
(0.119)

Whether the man joins production-related associations

-0.00625
(0.113)

Whether the woman joins production-related associations

0.0471
(0.0656)

Whether the woman joins credit associations

0.135
(0.0913)

Whether either spouse gets sick in the last 6 months

0.112
(0.0692)

Housing index

0.0292
(0.121)

Wealth index

-0.0450
(0.103)
150
0.027

Observations
Adjusted R2
Standard errors in parentheses
Standard errors are clustered at the village level.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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While unable to claim that our controls exhaust all possible correlated covariates, I check the
signs of omitted variable biases including only a subsets of available covariates. In Table 12, I list
the coefficients on the experimental measures using the three different specifications of the basic
asset-income mapping model as in columns (1)-(3) in Table 6. In the first three columns I use
the dummy indicating the general experimentally efficient group versus experimentally inefficient
group. In the last three columns I use the more detailed grouping categorical variables instead.
The experimental measures’ explanatory power is robustly significant in most cases. As more
characteristics at the household and the village level (compare columns (1)-(3) to column (1) in
Table 7; columns (4) to (6) to column (3) in Table 7 to see the impact of adding village fixed
effects) are included in the model, the experimental measures’ significance in general increases,
both statistically and economically. This implies that these covariates would have introduced
downward bias to the estimated coefficients of the experimental measures if I had not controlled
for them. Though this does not guarantee that the remaining unobservables would have an
impact on the estimation of the same direction, such a result can be moderately relieving for
those worrying about correlated unobservables. Additionally, note that back in Table 9, the
education levels of the spouses do not significantly influence their experimental choices. Thus
the last concern in the previous paragraph does not seem to pose a severe problem here.
At last, even though I find no good instrument variables (IVs) for the experimental measures,
I follow Lewbel’s IV approach utilizing heteroskedasticity in the data. The results are presented
in Table with non-clustered standard errors, and not controlling for village fixed effects. Both
the statistical significance and the magnitudes of the coefficients on the experimental dummies
have changed to some extent. We see that those households with hyper-altruistic spouses suffer
a larger and more significant income loss due to intrahousehold productive inefficiency.

6.4

Heterogeneous effects

In this section I look at heterogeneous effects of the experimental measure of intrahousehold
inefficiency on household income. First, I conduct quantile regression, in order to check how the
experimental measure exhibit differing effects along the magnitude of the independent variable,
household total income. Quantile regression also indicates that richer households are more prone
to intrahousehold productive inefficiency. As shown in Figure 9, the effect does have a downwardsloping trend, though none of the quantile coefficient is significantly the OLS coefficient. The
coefficient is statistically significant lower than zero only in the range roughly between the 58th
and 87th quantile.
Finally, I include interaction terms to see whether the experimental measure has differing
effect on farmer and non-farmer households, and/or households with different levels of wealth.
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Table 12: Coefficient of the experimental measure for different basic models (monogamous sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
∗∗
∗
∗∗
Experimentally inefficient -0.163
-0.160
-0.178
(0.0699) (0.0811) (0.0843)
Self-interested inefficient

-0.0970
(0.106)

-0.131
(0.131)

-0.165
(0.122)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.0772
(0.103)

-0.0730
(0.0988)

-0.0979
(0.120)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.370∗
(0.213)

-0.301∗
(0.160)

-0.310∗
(0.150)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.259∗∗
(0.111)
148
0.188
0.178
0.111
No
No
No

-0.226∗
(0.113)
148
0.321
0.317
0.162
No
No
Yes

-0.220∗∗
(0.0972)
148
0.376
0.364
0.130
No
Yes
Yes

Observations
Adjusted R2
Basic_model
F_test
Add village dummies
Add ’unobservables’
Add wealth index

148
0.189
0.178
0.0295
No
No
No

148
0.328
0.317
0.0620
No
No
Yes

Standard errors in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered at the village level.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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148
0.379
0.364
0.0471
No
Yes
Yes

Table 13: IV approach using heteroskedasticity (monogamous sample)
(1)
(2)
Experimentally inefficient -0.107
(0.207)
Self-interested inefficient

-0.176
(0.118)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.281∗∗
(0.131)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.110
(0.127)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.339∗∗
(0.160)
148
0.370

Observations
Adjusted R2

148
0.376

Standard errors in parentheses
∗

p < 0.10,

∗∗

p < 0.05,

∗∗∗

p < 0.01

Figure 9: Quantile Regression (monogamous sample)
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Figure 10: The residuals from the basic model against the wealth index, separating farm and
non-farm households

As shown in column (1) in Table 14, the experimental measure is much more significantly associated with household income negatively for the non-farmer households, or the more wealthier
households.
Such a result raises a concern that the association between household income and the experimental measure exclusively comes from the non-farmer households; the non-farmer households,
or the wealthier households seem to be more severely influenced by the experimental measure of
inefficiency, simply because that their household income is less precisely explained by the basic
model. In response to such a concern, I first regress Equation (2) including the farmer households
only. As shown in Table 15, the economic magnitude as well as the statistical significance of
the coefficients decrease compared to that in Table 7, but the general pattern still holds. Then
I plot the residual from the basic model as in Equation (6) against the wealth index, separately
labeling farmer households and non-farmer households. Figure (10) shows that the basic model
does not seem to perform obviously better among the farmer or poorer households.
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Table 14: Hetereogeneous effects of the experimental measures (monogamous sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
Dnonfarmer
0.987
0.983
0.511∗∗∗
(0.108)
(0.108)
(0.144)

(4)
0.514∗∗∗
(0.151)

Wealth index

0.0342
(0.0729)

0.0415
(0.0746)

0.164∗∗
(0.0715)

0.0466
(0.0786)

Housing index

0.220∗∗∗
(0.0675)

0.210∗∗∗
(0.0666)

0.238∗∗∗
(0.0717)

0.342∗∗∗
(0.113)

Experimentally inefficient

-0.134
(0.0894)

-0.281∗∗∗
(0.0686)

-0.275∗∗∗
(0.0649)

Experimentally inefficient * Whether the man is non-farmer

-0.735∗∗∗
(0.151)

Self-interested inefficient

-0.199∗
(0.109)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.0360
(0.144)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.200∗
(0.116)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.125
(0.154)

Self-interested inefficient * Whether the man is non-farmer

-0.670∗∗∗
(0.183)

Mixed: f<1, m>1 inefficient * Whether the man is non-farmer

-0.871∗∗∗
(0.279)

Mixed: f>1, m<1 * Whether the man is non-farmer

-1.070∗∗∗
(0.183)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient * Whether the man is non-farmer

-0.733∗∗
(0.308)
-0.192∗∗
(0.0748)

Experimentally inefficient * Wealth index

Experimentally inefficient * Housing quality index
Observations
Adjusted R2
Standard errors in parentheses
All standard errors are clustered at the village level.
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

148
0.521
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148
0.500

148
0.497

-0.169∗
(0.0859)
148
0.490

Table 15: Adding experimental measures from the public round farmers only (monogamous
sample)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Dummies:
Experimentally inefficient

-0.131
(0.100)

-0.0420
(0.225)

Only the man collective

-0.00338
(0.175)

-0.0165
(0.173)

Only the woman collective

0.182
(0.264)

0.164
(0.247)

Self-interested inefficient

-0.219∗
(0.115)

-0.144
(0.224)

Mixed: f<1, m>1

-0.0206
(0.155)

0.0503
(0.237)

Mixed: f>1, m<1

-0.197∗
(0.101)

-0.116
(0.251)

Hyper-altruistic inefficient

-0.106
(0.154)

-0.0303
(0.214)

Value of MRS’s:
MRS_m

-0.639
(0.692)

MRS_m squared

0.753
(0.599)

MRS_f

-1.069
(0.909)

MRS_f squared

0.871
(0.799)

(1-MRS_m) squared

-0.0630
(0.128)

(1-MRS_f) squared

-0.0252
(0.150)
148
0.437
0.446
0.885

Observations
Adjusted R2
Basic_model
F_test

122
0.367
0.446
0.205

122
0.360
0.446
0.28957

122
0.357
0.446
0.106

122
0.348
0.446
0.0862

122
0.370
0.446
0.442

Standard errors in parentheses
Standard errors are clustered at the village level. I control for all the covariates as in column (4) of Table 6
∗
p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Figure 11: The kernel density of estimated household income loss (in percentages)

6.5

Estimating Income difference associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency

Based on the estimations above, we can predict a Pareto efficient total income for each household
by imposing that all spouses’ MRS’s equal to one. Then taking the difference between the
predicted maximum income and realized income, we get an estimate of the income difference
associated with intrahousehold productive inefficiency.
ˆ
∇i = Ih − Imax
For example, I take estimation in column (1) of Table 7, and constructed the income difference
∇i . The average income difference is -40.7 cents of household income per day per family, which
is on average 8.2 percent loss of household income. I present its kernel density in Figure .

6.6

Including polygamous households

[to be completed]
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7

Conclusion and Further Discussions

This paper innovatively links individuals’ relative valuation of spouse’s earnings over own earnings
elicited from an artefactual experiment to household survey data. I find that the experimental
elicitations are able to explain part of the differences in household income, after controlling
for different aspects of household assets. Such an empirical finding is consistent with the noncooperative household production model, in which each spouse controls part of the production
inputs, generates separate profits, but fails to establish an “intrahousehold input market” to allocate the inputs efficiently within the family. Therefore, this paper adds to the existing empirical
evidence of intrahousehold productive inefficiency in the study area, using an approach that differs from previous studies. The approach also allows me to estimate the household income loss
due to intrahousehold productive inefficiency, to be .
Meanwhile, I find that the cause of household productive inefficiency differ among households. As the classic non-cooperative bargaining (Carter and Katz, 1997; Fafchamps, 2001),
some households fail to allocate production inputs efficiently because spouses are self-interested
and are willing to sacrifice some household total income for more individual control. Alternatively, we also see an income loss in households where the spouses are hyper-altruistic. Such a
behavior is inconsistent with standard economics models, but is probably revealing certain understudied features of inter-personal relationship. Further analysis of this non-standard behavior is
due in future work. In contrast, the result also dismiss the importance in causing intrahousehold
productive inefficiency of one specific type of information asymmetry: incomplete information
on the levels of each other’s earnings between spouses. Though other types of information asymmetry can well exist and exacerbate inefficient production input allocation, this piece of result
emphasizes that the impact of information asymmetry is indeed an empirical question, and results generated merely from the experimental environment may not serve as a proper empirical
test.
Concerning heterogeneous effects, the non-agricultural households exhibit higher intrahousehold inefficiency loss in household income, while most of such effect can be explained by differences in wealth levels. In general, this is consistent with Akresh (2008)’s argument that poor
households would be less likely to perform inefficiently, as they will not be able to afford the
averse consequences of the inefficiency loss compared to the richer households. Such a finding
can also have policy implications that as economy develops, poor households get access to more
economic opportunities and resources, but as long as household production still remains the major production organization form, intrahousehold allocative inefficiency can become a more and
more severe problem in the way of further development.
Nevertheless, though the paper is able to test, quantify and explain intrahousehold alloca-
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tive inefficiency in household production, this is only one aspect of the impacts on households
of spousal non-cooperative bargaining. In household consumption, non-cooperation can lead to
under-provision of public goods [citation]. In terms of inter-temporal allocations, non-cooperative
bargaining can also result in insufficient intrahousehold risk-sharing (Robinson, 2012; Schaner,
ming) . In the context of this paper, all the households are participants to an early-childhood
nutrition supplementation trial, and the investment in children’s early childhood development
is one example of the household public goods that concern policy-relevant development goals.
In future work, I will try to link the experimental measure to data on the study children’s
physical and cognitive development, investigating this other aspect of intrahousehold allocative
inefficiency, as well as testing whether the extent of intrahousehold inefficiency results in heterogeneous treatment effects of the nutritional trial.
An related caution needs to be taken when looking at the results in this paper: the outcome
variable is only household total income instead of household members’ welfare. As we find
that households are losing money due to productive inefficiency, it does not mean that if public
policies can somehow eliminate such inefficiency, there will automatically be Pareto improvement
in terms of the household members’ welfare. If the household asset endowments are the egg and
flour, and the household production is the process of making the pie, then this paper simply
focuses on whether households can make the largest pie possible given the raw materials and the
circumstance. The overall size of the pie definitely will have influence on each member’s welfare,
but there’s also another important question of how the pie is going to be divided between the
members. Many previous studies, for example, those on women’s intrahousehold bargaining
power (see Doss (2013) for a review), have focused on this latter question, and find that how
the pie is divided, for example, how much bargaining power women have, significant influences
how much is spent on children. The inter-relationship between individuals’ intrahousehold power
balance, intrahousehold allocative inefficiency, and household members’ welfare, deserves more
careful future work, both theoretically and empirically.
Last, the use of the experimental approach in answering economic research questions is again
proven helpful. Instead of individual preferences, this paper demonstrates the legitimacy of
the experimental approach when it comes to probably stable long-term relationships. Yet it
is still an open question whether spousal relationship is stable in the long-run, while Akresh
(2008)’s finding suggests the opposite, as he shows that contemporary shocks like rainfall seem
to influence the extent of intrahousehold allocative inefficiency. However, in the current paper,
the explanatory power of the experimental measure in understanding the household income
2-3 years ago, provides suggestive evidence for the stableness of intrahousehold relationships. In
general, the experimental approach has an inherent drawback that the experimental environment
is artefactually constructed which can be a dishonest mirror of individuals’ real incentives and
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behaviors. In the context of the experiment in this paper, for the experimental measure to
be meaningful, I am making a strong assumption that the payment for an individual in the
experiment is conceptually equivalent to the profit he gains from his own plot in real life, in the
sense that the same or at least a similar sharing rule and mental account applies to the individual
experimental payments as that applied to the individual profit. The empirical results linking the
experimental and survey data demonstrate that the experimental behaviors do take roots in
real-world preferences and relationships.
This paper especially demonstrates the merit of the experimental approach in combination
with theory and household survey data. The guidance of theoretical thinking can give the
experimental design a clear and simple target, and enables the econometric regression to lead the
interpretation of the experimental measure’s effects beyond the experimental setting, and serve
as inferential tests about real-life circumstance. Experiments in such combination with theory
and real-world data might generate different conclusions compared to looking at experimental
outcomes alone. For example, the experiment alone indicates that information asymmetry on
individual earnings induces a significant decrease in overall household payments realized in the
experiment; while the econometric regression suggests that the impact of private income on
intrahousehold productive inefficiency is limited.
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Appendix 1 Mathematical Proofs
If the production functions P1 (L1 , T1 ) and P2 (L2 , T2 ) are invertible, strictly increasing, second
differentiable and concave in T , then the PPF curve on the diagram is concave from the origin
proof: suppose function g is the reverse function of P1 , i.e., T1 = g(π1 , L1 ). We know g
is a strictly increasing, second differentiable and convex in π1 23 . Then we can denote π2 as
π2 = P2 (L2 , T − g(π1 , L1 )). By the chain rule,
that
∂2P

2

∂T22

∂π2
∂π1

∂π2
∂π1

< 0. Using the chain rule again, we have

< 0 and
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> 0,

> 0 by the properties of concave and convex functions, we know that

we know
Because
∂ 2 π2
∂π12

< 0.

Therefore, π2 is an strictly decreasing, concave function in π1 . Q.E.D.

23

Inverse of a strictly increasing concave function is convex. For its proof, see https://proofwiki.org/wiki/Inverse_of_Strictly_Increasing_Concave_Real_Function_is_Convex.
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